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t the time of this writing, charred Iraqi bodies lay in
a morgue in Baghdad from a vicious car bombing
that left 43 dead this past Wednesday, a scene that

unfortunately seems all too familiar these days as an untold
number of Iraqis have died since the US invasion. Over 1,850
American service members have died in Iraq, to say nothing
of other service members from other nations in the “Coali-
tion of the Willing,” and the political process that the Bush
administration has attached its hopes to for the reconstruc-
tion of Iraq is caught at an impasse, struggling to make any
progress forward.  The original deadline for the Iraqi Parlia-
ment to approve a draft of a new Iraqi constitution already
passed on August 15, and despite a one week extension
when it became clear the August 15 date could not be met, it
seems very unrealistic to expect a draft this coming Mon-
day.

As has become the staple of the Bush administration’s
effort in Iraq, the current expectations for the political pro-
cess seem to ignore the reality on the ground.  The United
States continues to pin its hopes for extricating itself from
the mess that is Iraq on the assumption of a strong Iraqi
state capable of defending itself (with the necessary secu-

The Usual Suspects
The Darfur Conflict Repeats a

History of Marginalization

I

See Darfur, page 15

n May of 2000, a very special book ap-
peared on the streets of Khartoum. Due to
heavy media restrictions imposed by the

authoritarian Sudanese government, the book was
distributed carefully and quickly, appearing at
the entrances of mosques for patrons to peruse
as they left Friday prayers. The Black Book:
Imbalance of Power and Wealth in Sudan, struck
a special chord with the Sudanese people. It was
an instant popular hit, which comes as no sur-
prise to the people of Sudan, victims of decades
of negligent and often brutal rule from its na-
tional governments.

In a short period of time The Black Book
became one of the most talked about pieces of
literature in the nation, its contents spread far
and wide, beyond the reach of national censors,
through word of mouth in daily conversation
and liberal doses of photocopier ink. The reason
for The Black Book’s popularity was no secret,
as it presented a story that spoke to millions of

Sudanese, especially those of marginalized areas
who had in recent years fled persecution, pov-
erty and pestilence to the center of Sudanese
power and wealth, the city of Khartoum.

The story of The Black Book should be fa-
miliar to many Americans as well. Its Western
Sudanese authors, including those representing
the perpetually war-torn region of Darfur, ac-
cuse the central government of Sudan of hording
power and resources for those of the Northern,
traditionally Arab region of the country. Table
after table, argument after argument, history af-
ter history, The Black Book outlines a list of
concerns not only for Western Sudanese, but for
all people of Sudan representing regions neglected
and underrepresented by the central government
since the nation’s independence from the rule of
the British/Egyptian Condominium in 1956. But
even beyond Sudan, the words of The Black Book

BY ANDREW GARIB

A severely malnourished Sudanese child receives emergency treatment from the
WHO in the town of Gereida, Darfur province, on June 14th.  (Reuters)
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Redbud Woods Battle Over,
 Sustainability Debate Wears On

Agreement Signed Between Protestors and University;
Construction of Parking Lot Commences

Student Assembly Politics:
An Unusual Year in Review and a Look Forward

Ithaca, NY-  The fight to preserve Redbud
Woods from being paved over as part of the
West Campus Residential Initiative reached
a fever pitch this summer, culminating in the
signing of a memorandum of understanding
between the University and the Redbud
Woods protestors on July 18th.  During the
standoff, press interest quickly expanded
beyond campus and the Ithaca area, with
coverage appearing in the New York Times.

The Redbuds Working Group (RWG) is
composed of students, faculty, community
members and alumni and was instrumental
in leading the movement that incorporated a
variety of activist tactics in an attempt to
stop construction of a 176-space parking lot
on the two acre Redbud Woods site near
University Avenue. At the beginning of
summer, protesters occupied the woods in
hopes of keeping construction crews out.
Various mediums of art inspired by the
woods were on display. Signs with messages
such as “Don’t Pave Paradise to Put Up a
Parking Lot” faced University Avenue for
passerby to see. Some protesters used

methods of passive resistance in trying to
maintain their occupation of the forest.

The RWG argued that the ramifications
of this conflict were larger than just the fate
of Redbud Woods.  The Redbud Woods
controversy raised a number of issues on
the larger theme of sustainability at Cornell
and beyond.  Former President Jeffrey
Lehman’s position on sustainability is
highlighted on the Redbud Working Group’s

website: “Today, the University has
a unique opportunity to keep the
campus picturesque and teach a
valuable lesson about responsible
stewardship in an age when
humanity is reexamining its global
ecological footprint. By saving
Redbud Woods, you can make our
institutional commitment to
sustainability tangible.”

Though the Redbud Woods
debate was abruptly terminated on
July 18th when Cornell proceeded
to pave over this land, the
sustainability debate on campus
continues. According to the
agreement, the protesters would
leave the woods and allow for its
demolition in return for a number of
promises regarding sustainability,
with a focus on curbing the need
for parking on campus. As a result
of discussions between the RWG
and the administration, the
university has instituted a policy
where, beginning this fall, all new
students who do not receive or
request a parking pass will receive a
free transit pass. This policy will
remain in effect until a Generic
Environmental Impact Statement
(GEIS) study is completed.

The agreement between the
RWG and Cornell states that “the
Cornell Administration will ask the
Student Assembly and the Graduate
and Professional Student Assembly
to conduct a non-binding
referendum during the academic year
2005-2006 to assess student
attitudes toward issues of parking and
transportation.” Attitudes toward student
parking will be assessed, including feelings
towards issues such as a proposed ban on
freshman and sophomore parking, an
incentive-driven parking plan to reduce
demand, and parking costs for students.
Other commitments include the hiring of a

Ithaca, NY-  As Cornell students return to
campus, preparing to buy books and settle
in to new housing, Calvin Selth '07 has more
on his mind than simply re-acquainting
himself with Ithaca and its surroundings.
Selth, a leader in the LGBTQ community at
Cornell and Vice President of Internal
Operations for the Student Assembly, is
concerned with a promise made by
President Lehman before leaving early this
summer with little explanation.

The University, having seen a very
prominent display of opposition to ROTC's
recruiting on campus because of its "Don't
Ask; Don't Tell" policy, promised to hold a
colloquium on the same.  Last year's
Student Assembly saw the passage of a
resolution opposing the policy followed by
a lengthy debate on a resolution in support
of the military on campus.  Selth wonders
whether the new University administration

will go forward with the colloquium and what
direction the University will take on the
policy.

Politics on campus last year was not
wanting for excitement anywhere though.
In addition to the ROTC debate, there were
conspiracy theorists, a President whose
reasons for resigning are still unknown, and
a Student Assembly election whose results
were nearly overturned.

The Student Assembly elections were
marred by accusations of misconduct and a
series of very poorly executed obligations
by both the adminsitration and the
Assembly itself.  After debate over rule
changes, one would certainly hope that the
future is looking up, but the evidence is not
overwhelmingly good.  The Assembly has
not done anything to limit coalitions of
people running on a "ticket" or fixed even
the simplest of problems like the fact that
the website has almost no information on it.
(See http://student.assembly.cornell.edu/.

At the time of printing, the election results
from last year have not been posted, and
the minutes for all meetings since last
November are missing.)

The Redbud Woods issue seems to
finally have resolved itself with a
compromise reached on both ends, and the
Cornell Democrats seem to be off to a new
start even supporting its own candidate for
City Council.  In addition, former President
Rawlings has stepped-up to replace
President Lehman as the University seeks a

For much of the summer, protestors have made the Redbud Woods their new home.
(SNRC)

The agreement stipulates
a number of measures to
reduce parking on
campus, including free
transit passes

student environmental sustainability intern
and the appointment of a faculty working
group (including one student) to study
approaches to parking on campus
throughout the coming school year.

Though the immediate debate is over, it

is expected that the Redbud Woods group
will continue to lobby the university on
sustainability issues and may even play a
role in the selection of a new president to
replace President Lehman, who stepped
aside on June 30th.

BY ALEX BERKE

BY EVAN MARSHAK

The spring Student
Assembly elections were
marred by accusations of
misconduct and poorly
executed obligations

new president. This year will certainly prove
to be an eventful one in campus politics and
may shape the future of Cornell for a while
to come.

Willard Straight Hall, home of the Student
Government. (UP)
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A Different Kind of Protest

Crawford, Tex.- The President’s vacation
is traditionally a time when the national
media gathers around Crawford, Texas and
waits for an unfolding story. This summer’s
story has been Cindy Sheehan, mother of
soldier Casey Sheehan who was killed in
Iraq. Cindy Sheehan has vowed to remain
at Bush’s Crawford ranch until the President
meets with her to discuss the status of the
troops in Iraq. Ms. Sheehan’s request has
touched a nerve in a summer where 195
American soldiers have died and many
more have been wounded.

Ms. Sheehan’s supporters are growing
by the day. Indeed, this summer, public
opinion has shifted to favor the withdrawal
of troops from Iraq. According to
Moveon.org there were 1625 vigils held on
August 17th in support of bringing the
troops home from Iraq, including one in

BY EVAN MARSHAK

NATIONAL NEWS

See Nomination, page 8

Leaked Identity Comes Into Focus With Novak Outburst
Long-time Connection with Karl Rove Under Suspicion

Bush Nominates John Roberts to
Supreme Court
Possibly a Divisive Battle Ahead

BY JOSH PERLMAN

Washington, D.C.-  Since July 6th, New
York Times reporter Judith Miller has been
jailed in connection with the leak of former
CIA officer Valerie Plame’s identity.  Miller
remains in jail because of her refusal to
reveal the sources that led to Plame’s
identification.  Another reporter, Mathew
Cooper, was nearly jailed in connection
to the leak.

The leak occurred in a July 2003
column by nationally syndicated columnist
Robert Novak. To date, Mr. Novak has
suffered no legal repercussions though he
has testified in front of the grand jury in
relation to the investigation. Novak’s
column identified Valerie Plame as the wife
of former US ambassador and Bush critic
Joseph Wilson.  Wilson believes that his
wife’s name was leaked by the Bush
administration in an attempt to discredit
his accusations that the White House has
forged intelligence on weapons in Iraq.
Before the column was published, former
CIA spokesman Bill Harlow told Novak
not to print Plame’s identity.  However,
Mr. Novak maintains that no CIA official

told him there was any danger in printing
the CIA operative’s name.
     Mr. Novak has been connected to the
White House through Karl Rove.  The two
men have known each other for over 20

the campaign manager, Robert
Mosbacher, Jr., to Novak.  While
Mosbacher has maintained that Rove was
guilty, Rove and Novak have both denied
that Rove was the source of the damaging
information.

 Mr. Novak has been a frequent
contributor to CNN for many years, most
notably as the conservative pundit on the
recently cancelled show Crossfire.
However, CNN has suspended Novak
indefinitely for his recent outburst on
“Inside Politics” when he used profanity
in response to James Carville's teasing that
Novak needed to look tough for the right-
wing media.  Novak then stormed off the
set.

In the aftermath, many have
speculated that Novak staged this tantrum
in order to avoid questioning in relation to
the Plame leak.  According to CNN
moderator Ed Henry, Novak had been
informed prior to the segment that he
would be asked about the CIA case.
(Sources: CNN.com, New York Times)

years, having attended many political
dinners together. In 1992, Rove was fired
from the Texas state campaign to re-elect
George H.W. as a result of accusations
that he leaked damaging information about

Washington, D.C.-  In the first Supreme
Court vacancy since Byron White resigned
in 1993 and was replaced by Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, President Bush has the
opportunity to leave his mark on the legal
history of the United States.  While many
speculated that Chief Justice William H.
Rehnquist would resign due to failing health,
few anticipated the resignation of Sandra
Day O'Connor who cited the need to take
care of her ailing husband as her reason for
retiring.

On July 19th, the President made a
primetime address announcing that he had
nominated John G. Roberts, an appellate
judge on the DC circuit, to the fill O'Connor's
seat on the Court.  Some have speculated
that the nomination, which was not
supposed to be announced for a week, was
rushed in an effort to take Karl Rove's leak
of the identity of a CIA agent out of the
public spotlight.

On the night of the nomination, Bush
cited Roberts's "fairness and civility" and
has repeatedly said that Roberts would not
be someone who would legislate from the
bench.  The flurry of newspaper editorials
and articles that followed immediately after
the nomination were all very supportive of
the man whose judicial record is spotty at
best.  Decisions made by Roberts include:

- Barbour v. Washington Metropolitan Area
Transit Authority: Roberts ruled that
because the transit authority accepts federal
monies, it is subject to a discrimination
lawsuit.

- Rancho Viejo v. Norton: Roberts voted to
rehear a case on the Endangered Species

Act because the animal it was protecting
in this case spent its whole life in one
state, and, thus, its protection might be
unconstitutional because it does not fall
under interstate commerce.

- Hedgepath v. Washington Metropolitan
Transit Authority: Roberts upheld that the
arrest of a 12-year-old girl on the
Washington Metro for eating a french fry
did not violate her Fourth and Fifth
Amendment rights.

Since the nomination, little new
information has been found.  There has
been speculation about his membership
in the Federalist society, a conservative
legal club. Roberts responded that he has
no recollection of being a member, despite
the fact that he appears in one of their old
brochures.

It has recently come to light that,
while in private practice, Roberts advised
lawyers advocating for gay rights in
Romer v. Evans. It seems that he helped
his colleagues by playing the role of
Rehnquist in a mock question-and-answer
session.

In an LA Times  article whose
legitimacy is now in question, sources say
that Roberts was asked what he would do
if he thought that the best legal decision
went in opposition to his Catholic beliefs;
they say that after a long pause, he replied
that he would have to recuse himself.

On both sides of the ideological
divide, activists have mobilized to share
their information on Roberts.  Pat
Robertson, for example, holds regular
prayers in support of a speedy nomination
of Roberts, and the other conservative

Cornellians Join in Protest at Bush Ranch
Ithaca that over 500 people attended. A
group of 15 Ithacans, including Cornell
students and town residents, has also made
the trip down to Crawford, Texas.

Patrick Young ‘06, a fervent anti-war
activist, did not hesitate to make the 25 hour
drive to Crawford. As soon as he heard that
Cindy Sheehan needed people to support
her cause, Young and three others packed
and left for Texas on Monday, August 15th.

The current scene in Crawford is
different from other anti-war demonstartion,
in that it is not about partisan politics. The
crowd is made up of  parents who have lost
children in this war, as well as veterans from
Iraq and other wars. “There’s enough anger
to go around, but that’s not what’s going
on, everybody here is just hurting together,”
said Mr. Young.

Those who took the trip down with Mr.

BY ALEX BERKE

See Sheehan Protest, page 9

Cindy Sheehan listens to a Sheriff as he lays out guidelines for a peaceful protest. Due
to her mother’s stroke, she left the protest on Thursday night, but has sworn to return

soon. (AP / J. Scott Applewhite)

The Players:  Joe Wilson and Valerie Plame (left), and CNN pundit Bob Novak.  After
Novak swore and walked off the set during a debate with James Carville, CNN
suspended him indefinitely and asked Mr. Novak to “take some time off.”  (AP)
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Hiroshima:  Remembrance Marks 60
Year Anniversary

National News BulletinNational News BulletinNational News BulletinNational News BulletinNational News Bulletin
BY JOSH PERLMAN

Hiroshima-  At 8:15 AM on August 6th, 1945,
the United States dropped the atomic bomb
Little Boy over Hiroshima, killing tens of thou-
sands instantly and destroying almost every
building in the city.  Between the atomic bomb
attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the
horrors of the Holocaust and other genocidal
acts conducted during World War II, the face
of modern warfare would be forever changed;
war completely ceased to be contained to
armies and soldiers fighting across a battle-
field, and became the annihilation of entire
populations with the very real possibility of
global destruction.

Sixty years later, the world is experienc-
ing the legacy of this act.  The sum total of the
firepower employed during the Second World
War, including the atomic bombs, pales in
comparison to the world’s nuclear arsenals

BY BEN SELIGMAN

Cindy Sheehan says she will maintain the vigil for her son outside Bush’s Crawford
Ranch and is planning to move the increasingly large protest closer to the Bush
residence.

The Republican National Committee has been quietly subsidizing over $700,000 in
legal fees to James Tobin’s private laywers.  In December 2004, Tobin was indicted
by a grand jury for aiding New Hampshire GOP director James McGee in an
operation to jam Democratic voter-turnout phone banks during the 2002 elections.
The RNC’s latest disbursement was made on June 15th and totalled $164,260.

In a recently acquired State Department memo dating from Feb. 7th, 2003, senior
State Dept. officials had warned the U.S. Central Command prior to the invasion of
Iraq that “serious planning gaps” existed in post-war planning.

The Governors of Arizona and New Mexico have declared states of emergency in
response to a recent spike in violence and smuggling along the Mexican border.

A recent report by the ACT indicates that in this year’s high school class, only
about half of students are proficient enough in reading to succeed at the college
level.  Even fewer students are prepared for college level math and science accord-
ing to the report.

Recently declassified documents show that in 1996 the State Department warned
the Clinton Administration that Osama bin Laden would become more of a terrorism
threat with his move to Afghanistan.  Despite this, the government did nothing to
discourage the move.

According to a veteran Army intelligence officer, the F.B.I. received repeated
warnings in 2000 about a US-based terrorist network that included Mohammed Atta.

The Governor of Oregon signed a bill that would make his state the first to require
prescriptions for all cold and allergy medicine that can be used to make metham-
phetamine.

Civil rights activist Coretta Scott King was hospitalized for an undisclosed illness.

A violent stampede broke out in Richmond, Virginia when crowds rushed to
purchase $50 used laptops.

A recent study suggests that large numbers of students with limited English
proficiency may be denied high school diplomas on the basis of graduation tests
that do not accurately measure their skills.

Wal Mart reported its smallest profit growth in four years this quarter. The retail
giant blamed high oil prices for its shortfall.

Jerry Texiero, a Marine in 1965, has been charged with deserting his unit to avoid
going to Vietnam.

A Pakistani citizen was arrested in California in connection with a possible plot to
attack a number of L.A. area targets including the Israeli consulate.

Asia/Pacific:
- China and Russia strengthened ties by running their first-ever joint military
exercise. - An earthquake measuring 7.2 on the Richter scale hit northeast
Japan; miraculously nobody died, although 62 people were injured. - The
Indonesian government signed a peace agreement with the Aceh rebels, ending
a 30 year strife that killed at least 15,000 - The Democratic Party of Japan
announced that it will pull troops from Iraq if it wins the upcoming election.-

Europe:
- Denmark revoked the license of a radio station advocating anti-Islam
practices. - Leonard Henry has been extradited to Germany where he is
wanted for a bomb attack from 1989. - Russia has begun an operation to rescue
four Polish mountain climbers stuck in an ice crevasse in Russia.-

Middle East:
- Saleh Awfi, a man suspected of being a top Al-Qaeda leader was killed by
police in a shootout. - The Palestinian elections for the Assembly are set for
January 21, 2006 after originally being set for this past July. - Iran warns US
from interfering in the resurrection of their nuclear program -  Israeli riot police
storm Gaza synagogue - Despite violence, no deaths reported from Gaza
pullout, but 4 Palestinians were shot and killed by a Jewish settler on
Wednesday in the West Bank -

Africa:
- A river ferry capsized in Nigeria and dozens of people may have died even
though 25 people were rescued alive. - Three parties in Ethiopia are boycotting
elections to protest that their supporters have been harassed and that vote cards
have been stolen. - Zimbabwe has increased taxes, especially on cigarettes and
drinks, to make up for expense caused by a drought and slum clearances.-

Americas:
- Vladimiro Montesinos, Peru’s former Intelligence Chief, has gone on trial and
stands accused of leading a death squad as well as almost 100 other charges. -
15,000 protesters marched on the Capital of Brazil to demand the resignation of
Brazil’s President Lula da Silva. - An Ecuadorian ship sank off the Coast of
Colombia and 100 people are thought to have drowned.-

International NewsInternational NewsInternational NewsInternational NewsInternational News

BulletinBulletinBulletinBulletinBulletin
BY SETH LUXENBERG

today.  The threat of further nuclear prolifera-
tion into the hands of rogue states and terror-
ists makes many live in fear.  More than ever,
the lessons of Hiroshima must be understood.

To see Hiroshima today, these lessons
may not seem apparent.  Throughout most of
the city, there is little if any indication of the
horror that was once experienced.  It bustles
and carries on with life.  However, as one ap-
proaches the center of Hiroshima, the past
becomes unavoidable.  The imposing frame
of the Genbaku Dome overlooks the Peace
Memorial Park, above which the first atomic
bomb to be used militarily exploded.  While
the city has been rebuilt and people, even
hibakusha, survivors of the atomic bombing,
carry on; this place quietly and poignantly
implores the world to remember the cost of
armed conflict and the people who ultimately

GAZA
DISENGAGEMENT:
Israeli soldiers fire a
water cannon at defiant
settlers on top of a
synagogue in Kfar
Darom on Wednesday.
Israeli forces have
experienced particularly
bitter resistance at Kfar
Darom, the oldest
settlement in the Gaza
Strip.  (European
Pressphoto Agency /
Pavel Wolberg)

Continued on Page 5
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must bear the burden.
It reminds the world of the tens of

thousands who died instantly in the blast
of hot air that followed the explosion.  It
reminds of the world of the countless cases
of horrific burns and radiation poisoning,
and of the children who died in the blast
or later from burns, poisoning, and can-
cer.  It tells the world, too, of Hiroshima’s
militaristic past and its role in the Japa-
nese conquests that lead to the Second
World War.  It tells of victims of the bomb-
ing who did not want to be in Hiroshima,
particularly of Korean slave laborers
brought to Japan to aid the war effort.  It
recalls the inhumanity of both sides in the
conflict and the importance of preventing
such destruction of basic human nature.
                         ----------------------

On  August 6th, 2005, at 8:00 AM,
ceremonies marking the sixtieth anniver-
sary of the atomic bomb attack on
Hiroshima were held in Hiroshima’s Peace
Memorial Park. Speakers included
Hiroshima’s Mayor, Tadatoshi Akiba, Japa-

nese Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi, and
a representative of UN Secretary General Kofi
Annan.

The event began with Mayor Akiba de-
livering a solemn Peace Declaration, calling
upon the nations of the world to commit to
nuclear disarmament. The speech was fol-
lowed by one minute of silence at 8:15, the
exact moment that Hiroshima was bombed.
In his own address, Prime Minister Koizumi
reaffirmed Japan’s commitment to peace and
to nuclear nonproliferation.

The ceremony ended with a Commit-
ment to Peace appeal delivered by Hiroshima
elementary school students Masauki Iwata
and Shiori Kurotani, which called for contin-
ued efforts to remember the tragedy of
Hiroshima and its lessons, and closed with a
singing of the Hiroshima Peace Song.

The city bustles and
carries on with life, but is
solemn when one
approaches the city center

North Korea: Kim Yong’s Story
Part II

ne does not expect the nation that
receives more food aid than any
other, and has for years, to hoard

this aid and deny it to their people.  One
does not expect that a nation that follows a
rigidly structured class system would
consider itself a Communist state.  However,
this is precisely what North Korea, widely
considered to be the world’s worst human
rights abuser, is.

The story of Kim Yong illustrates this.
Raised in an orphanage, he rose through
the North Korean military until he was a
colonel in the secret police.  However, when
officials reviewing his record found out that
his father, whom he never knew, had been
executed for espionage, Mr. Kim was
promptly arrested with his family, whom he
has never seen since.

From Part I, I had previously left off
with Kim Yong’s reunion with his mother,
after spending years in prisons that were
little more than death camps, where inmates
labor until they die.  After his mother was
cripplingly beaten by prison guards, she
convinced him to escape from the camp.

Escape from North Korea is a
phenomenon that is on the rise.  South Korea
has seen the numbers of North Koreans that
it absorbs rise from a few hundred to several
thousand every
year.  This does
not begin to take
into account the
many North
Koreans who flee
only to go to
China.  As escape
routes into China
become better
known to many
in North Korea,
and as the
s i t u a t i o n
becomes ever
more desperate,
many sneak
across the border
into China not for
political reasons,

but often to escape starvation or earn
money that they may bring back home. [1]

Mr. Kim escaped from the camp, his
experience in the secret police greatly easing
his efforts.  However, traveling from his
prison camp to the border with China left
him extremely weak.  He had to use a cane
to walk and lost control over his bowels
due to fatigue and starvation.  Once he
finally reached the Tumen River, the border
between China and North Korea, he had to
hide out for two months to gain enough
strength to cross the river.

Crossing the Tumen River is often a
traumatic event.  Mr. Kim had to struggle,
swimming and wading across.  It is both a
physical boundary, though it varies from
wide and treacherous to narrow and calm,
and a psychological boundary, as one
makes the leap from citizen of North Korea
to criminal and traitor by the simple act of
crossing the border.  North Korean and
Chinese border guards also patrol the river,
and crossing can easily result in being shot
or else capture followed by repatriation. [1]

Once in China, the situation remains
dangerous.  North Koreans, due to stunting
from Kim Jong-Il’s manufactured famine,
stand out easily among the Chinese.  They
are suddenly in an area where they stand
out, know little about, and are unable to
communicate.  Mr. Kim was thrust into
precisely that situation.

He initially hid in a local church,
where he was given shelter for two nights.
Mr. Kim was saved by a South Korean
missionary who restored him to health over
a period of six months and helped him
prepare for his escape.

South Korean and other foreign
missionaries, as well as many ethnic
Koreans who live in Northern China, make
up much of the ‘underground railroad’ that
assists North Korean refugees who have
fled to China and seek to escape to South
Korea.  They do so at great personal risk;
China has lately cracked down on them,
and on refugees in general.  South
Koreans and other foreigners who are
suspected of assisting refugees are
harassed and detained and there are many
reports of abuse by Chinese authorities
while in detention [1,2].  There are even
reports of their abduction by North
Korean agents.  Furthermore, China has
been increasing the pressure on North
Korean refugees in Northern China; there
are rumors that an additional 10,000
Chinese troops have been brought to the
border to crackdown on North Koreans
crossing the border.

With the aid of the missionary, Kim
Yong and several other people were able
to get to the border with Mongolia.  From
there, they trekked across the harsh Gobi
Desert to Ulaan Batar, the capital of
Mongolia.

The route across the Mongolian
border and Gobi desert is one of the more
common escape routes.  The other is
through Southern China, into Vietnam
Cambodia, and finally to Thailand, where
they find asylum either at the South
Korean Embassy or at the offices of the
UN High Commission for Refugees in
Bangkok.  There was recently a spate of
‘embassy runs’, which involved North
Koreans, in large groups, attempting to
storm the embassy, consulate, or even a
foreign school of a sympathetic country,
often South Korea, but also the US,
Canada, and Japan.  This tactic,
unfortunately, produces mixed results.
Chinese police often capture many of the
people attempting to enter the building,
while local staff will sometimes refuse to
assist the refugees.  In incidents at both
an American school and a Japanese
consulate, staff refused to assist the
refugees, who were subsequently handed
over to Chinese authorities.

The fate of those who are captured
by Chinese police is terrible.  China refuses
to recognize North Korean escapees as
refugees; they are classified as ‘illegal
economic migrants’.  They are often
abused while in custody, then handed
over to North Korean officials, who further
interrogate and torture them.  Women who
became pregnant while in China are
forcibly aborted to prevent the birth of
mixed Chinese/Korean children, while live
births result in infanticide [1,3].  Those
who are suspected of conversion to
Christianity or exposure to South Korean
media are executed; the rest are typically
sent to work camps where they face the

prospect of release after a number of months.
However, they must endure conditions no
better than any other prison camp in North
Korea.  Prisoners are abused by guards,
frequently tortured, and crowded by the
hundreds into cells, without room to sit or
lie down.  Many die in this detention.

Other North Korean refugees in China
are not as lucky as Kim Yong.  Many women
who attempt to escape wind up being
trafficked into prostitution or sale as wives.
They are physically and psychologically
abused, kept confined, and are often unable
to communicate with their captors.  Those
sold as wives often wind up with abusive
husbands; all are faced with the constant
risk of capture and repatriation.  What is
more, there are reports that Chinese police
and border guards are involved in this
trafficking.

Men who escape are often forced to
work as slave labor, the constant threat of
being handed over to Chinese authorities
used to keep them in bondage.  Children,
too, are at risk.  Typically sent by their
families to get money, they suffer from many
psychological traumas due to maltreatment
or rape and are among the first to be rounded
up by Chinese police.

After receiving asylum in South Korea,
Kim Yong has dedicated himself to
promoting awareness of the horrors and
abuses perpetrated by Kim Jong-Il’s regime.
Despite the magnitude and brutality of these
human rights violations, there are numerous
ways where one can help improve the
situation:

• Participate in human rights groups.
Organizations such as Human Rights Watch
and Amnesty International are working to
help refugees.  Furthermore, the organization
Liberation in North Korea, a nation-wide
student group, was formed last year
specifically around the issue of human
rights in North Korea.

• Raise money for or donate to
organizations that help refugees.  The
estimated cost of helping a North Korean
refugee escape across China is $10,000-
$30,000 per person.  This includes
transportation, safe housing, food, bribes,
fake documents, equipment, and related
expenses.  Religious organizations, such as
Helping Hands Korea, are the ones most
heavily involved in this work.

• Keep yourself and others aware of what
is happening.  There is a constant stream of
news about North Korean refugees.  The
Chosun Journal provides regular, English-
language news about North Korea.
Additionally, human rights groups and the
State Department regularly publish reports
about North Korea.

The power to stop serious human rights
abuses lies in individuals.  By doing
whatever one can, large or small, to fight
these horrors strikes a blow for all humanity.

1. Human Rights Watch.  The Invisible
Exodus: North Koreans in the People’s Republic
of China.  Vol. 14, No.8(c), November 2002.
2. United States.  Department of State.
Bureau for Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor.
‘China (Includes Tibet, Hong Kong, and
Macau).’  Country Reports on Human Rights
Practices – 2003.  02/25/2004 <http://
www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/hrrpt/2003/27768.htm>
3. United States.  Department of State.
Bureau for Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor.
‘Korea, Democratic People’s Republic of.’
Country Reports on Human Rights Practices –
2003. 02/25/2004 <http://www.state.gov/g/drl/
rls/hrrpt/2003/27775.htm>

South Koreas comprise
most of the underground
railroad that has assisted
refugees escaping from
the North.

BY BEN SELIGMAN

O

Kim Yong

Continued from Page 4
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ishop Harry R. Jackson of Hope
Christian Church in College Park,
Md., recently warned that “America

will either remain a Christian nation pro-
tected by the laws based on morality or it
will be come more morally lawless than ever
before.”

America’s judges are “unelected, un-
accountable and arrogant,” proclaimed
James Dobson, founder of Focus on the
Family.  “It doesn’t matter what we think.
The court rules.” The Supreme Court is “an
oligarchy. It’s the government by the few.”

Tony Perkins, president of the Family
Research Council, declared that the Su-
preme Court has countenanced “the right
to kill unborn children” and exposed soci-
ety to the sins of “homosexual sodomy.”

Meanwhile, the president of The
Catholic League, Bill Donohue, charged
that the court is trying to “take the hearts
and souls of our culture.”

Welcome to Justice Sunday II, an un-
fortunate sequel to the judiciary-bashing
telecast convocation of frenzied
evangelicals last held in April at the very
height of the Schiavo controversy.  Al-
though the virtues of independent judicial
review were soon vindicated in the after-
math of the Schiavo investigation despite
profuse threats from Senate Majority Leader
Tom DeLay (R-Tex.) and the Religious
Right, the evangelicals have returned, and
they are madder than ever.

From a removed perspective, it seems
unclear why the 2,200 (mostly white attend-
ees) who gathered last Sunday at the Two
Rivers Baptist Church in Nashville, Tennes-
see seemed so agitated and so eager to hear
Tom DeLay, James Dobson, Zell Miller, and
other luminaries wax the virtues of launch-
ing even more vicious attacks against the
judiciary. Conservatives, after all,
control both houses of Congress and the
Presidency.  Seven of nine justices on the
Supreme Court were nominated by Repub-
lican presidents.  President Bush’s Supreme
Court nominee, John Roberts, has drawn
more silence than criticism from liberals.

With his strong legal qualifications,
solid conservative credentials, and with
none of the unpleasant Bork-like haughti-
ness, Roberts is set to sail smoothly through
the confirmation hearings.   As Slate’s Cliff
Sloan noted recently, Bush made an “intel-
ligent ideological” choice by nominating
Roberts.  With his humility and non-polar-
izing manner, Roberts is more likely to tilt
the court to the right by attracting more
moderate justices such as Souter and
Kennedy to conservative positions when
they would otherwise be turned off by Jus-
tices Scalia and Thomas.  Score two rounds
of political victories for Bush and his sup-
porters.

Nevertheless, the Religious Right’s in-
dignation seems to have adopted the larger
conservative movement’s successful strat-
egy of promulgating feelings of victimiza-
tion and marginalization.  The justice sys-
tem remains the only stubborn roadblock
to recent efforts to promote the inclusion of
“intelligent design” in science textbooks,
the banning of gay marriage, and eventu-
ally, the overturning of Roe v. Wade.  Infuri-
ated conservatives have thus dug down to
the very root of the “problem” and have
recently taken to attacking the principle of
judicial review, despite its reverent status
as one of the most fundamental tenets of
this republic since established by Marbury
v. Madison in 1803.

At Justice Sunday II, The Catholic
League’s Bill Donohue was heard advocat-
ing for a clampdown of the courts’ power to
overturn statutes passed by Congress, sug-
gesting that  “unless a judicial vote is unani-
mous, you cannot overturn a law created
by Congress.”  Tom DeLay later blasted
“activist courts” for imposing state-sanc-
tioned gay marriage and partial-birth abor-
tion. The judiciary, he said, was exercising
“judicial supremacy” and “judicial autoc-
racy” to “[rid] the public square of any men-
tion of our nation’s religious heritage.”  Su-
preme Court decisions were founded on
rights “invented out of whole cloth. Long-
standing traditions are found to be uncon-
stitutional. Moral values that have defined
the progress of human civilization for mil-
lennia are cast aside in favor of those es-
poused by a handful of unelected, lifetime-
appointed judges.”  The irony of DeLay’s
own ethical improprieties seemed to have
been lost on the audience.

In its never-ending lust for power, the
House has led the charge to restrict the Su-
preme Court’s jurisdiction in certain cases.

One bill strips the right of federal
courts to rule in favor of striking out
the words “under God” from the
Pledge of Allegiance, while another
bill introduced by Rep. John
Hostetler (R- Ind.) bars courts from
having the jurisdiction to ever hear
any cases regarding the Defense of
Marriage Act, which legalizes the re-
fusal of inter-state recognition of
same-sex marriage and which had
been signed into law by President
Bill Clinton in 1996.   According to
former Supreme Court nominee Rob-
ert Bork, the bill, which passed in
the House, was a necessary move
because once the high court has
defined homosexuality as “a consti-
tutional right . . . and once homo-
sexuality is defined as a constitu-
tional right, there is nothing the
states can do about it, nothing the
people can do about it.”

Although DeLay, Schlafly, Dob-
son, and others devoted much time
to lambasting unaccountable non-
elected judges, they have over-
looked the fundamental reason be-
hind an independent judiciary—to
empower those who can coura-
geously cut through political pres-
sure.  It is frightening to think of
what would have transpired in the
1960s if Congress had adopted such extreme
measures to tilt the balance of power and to
curb the expansion of civil rights by the
Supreme Court.

Congress’ power grab would have been
viewed as a completely absurd concept in
the 1960s, yet in this time and age where the
Religious Right is at its climax of strength,
cries of victimization continue as a way to
garner more power for the power-hungry.
William Donohue had little qualms compar-
ing the Religious Right’s supposed seques-
tration to the civil rights movement.   “It’s
time we move to the front of the bus and
that we take command of the wheel!” he
vented at the gathering.  “That’s what I want
to see.”

Continuing under the guise of Chris-
tian marginalization, Donohue declared that
“I’m tired of being told that somehow if you
have a religious-formed conscience, that
somehow you’re a second-class citizen.
Leave the driving to these guys. We see
what they’ve done. As far as I am concerned,
if we are going to make some progress in
this country, we have to discover what our
roots are. We’re not imposing any kind of
strict construction idea that everybody has
to go walk to church on Sunday. They make
us out like we’re the theocrats. All we are,
are decent people who simply say this: that
religion is a focal point in our lives. Ninety-
four percent of the American people believe
in God. Eighty-five percent of this country
is Christian. It’s not a matter of shoving our
ideas down somebody’s throat. It’s a mat-
ter of us saying we want to stand up and we
want to be counted. And saying we’re tired
of being second-class citizens to these
people and we are not going to take it any
longer.”

Others seemed to have a slightly dif-
ferent take.  One attendee of the gathering
was Mike Miller, 54, of Gallatin, who at-
tacked “activist judges” for trying to up-
hold constitutional law.  “Activist justices
— we’re trying to find out what we can do
to stop that activity,” he said. “Our laws are
based on the Ten Commandments.”

Perhaps an even more chilling hint of
the Religious Right’s true intentions was
found by a blogger in a booklet given to all
audience members.  The pamphlet attacks

the Supreme Court ruling of Griswold v.
Connecticut in 1965, in which the justices

voted on grounds of privacy to overturn a
Connecticut law that criminalized use of con-
traceptives by married couples.

alfway across the world, in what
should have been a budding democ-
racy and beacon of light in the

Middle East, Iraq’s constitution remains in
deadlock, having missed the constitutional
deadline set by the United States due to
ethnic and sectarian strife.  Sunnis are balk-
ing at calls for federalism, and two weeks
ago, Shiites made a dramatic announcement
calling for an autonomous region in south-
ern Iraq.  Americans can only hope that the
Iraqis are able to settle their animosities,
overcome calls for the imposition of a the-
ocracy based on strict Islamic law, and es-
tablish a secular government.

Meanwhile, in the United States, the
word “secularism” has been so derided by
the Right that it ranks near “liberal” in nega-
tive connotation. When attempting to eradi-
cate terrorism and in the mission of lighting
the fire of democracies across the world,
our republic needs to pause and recall the
merits of an independent judiciary and the
unparalleled opportunities of a principled,
pragmatic, and secular government. “God
save the United States and this Honorable
Court” indeed.

Justice Sunday II: the sequel, more gall-
ing and provocative than ever, is available
on DVD from the Family Research Council
website for a suggested donation of $15.
It’s a don’t miss.

H

Tom DeLay addresses the gathering of
evangelicals at Justice Sunday II in Nashville,
Tennessee on Aug. 14th.  DeLay was received
warmly by the audience despite being plagued by
recent ethical scandals.  (AP / John Russell)
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“In World War II, the Nazis experimented on human beings in horrible ways in the concentra-
tion camps, and I imagine, if you wanted to take the time to read about it, there would have
been some discoveries there that benefited mankind… and you remove ethics and morality,
and you get what happened in Nazi Germany.”

- Dr. James Dobson, founder of Focus on the Family, on the controversy of stem cell
research , Aug. 3rd, 2005

“You said that if any ethics or morality is removed, then you have Nazi Germany. You were
very clear, you weren’t making a comparison.”

- Sean Hannity, in an interview with James Dobson on “Hannity and Colmes”,
Aug. 8th, 2005

“To imply that I need to apologize to the Jewish people for my comments about that is just off
the wall. And I reject it categorically.”

- Dr. James Dobson defending his Aug. 3rd comments , Aug. 5th,2005
____________

“If you were in a coma, and hooked up to artificial life support, would you want someone to
pull the plug and let you die in peace? Terri Schiavo was NOT being kept alive, NOT dying,
NOT brain-dead, NOT in a persistent vegetative state, and NOT suffering… Terri was
condemned to death because of the push of pro-choice and right-to-die factions promoting
their culture of death.”

- The Cornell American, April 17th, 2005

“Terri Schiavo suffered severe, irreversible brain damage that left that organ discolored and
scarred, shriveled to half its normal size, and damaged in nearly all its regions, including the
one responsible for vision, according to an autopsy report released yesterday.  Schiavo’s
brain damage ‘was irreversible . . . no amount of treatment or rehabilitation would have
reversed’ it, said Jon R. Thogmartin, the pathologist in Florida’s sixth judicial district who
performed the autopsy.”

- Washington Post, June 16th, 2005
____________

Tancredo:  “Well, what if you said something like — if this happens in the United States, and
we determine that it is the result of extremist, fundamentalist Muslims, you know, you could
take out their holy sites.”  Interviewer:  “You’re talking about bombing Mecca?”  Tancredo:
“Yeah.”

- Rep. Tom Tancredo (R-Colo.) on a WFLA-AM radio show, July 15th, 2005

“The congressman later said he was ‘just throwing out some ideas’ and that an ‘ultimate
threat’ might have to be met with an ‘ultimate response.’”

- CNN, July 18th, 2005
____________

“I’ve heard her position from others… I think it’s important for me to be thoughtful and
sensitive to those who have got something to say… but I think it’s also important for me to
go on with my life, to keep a balanced life.”

- George W. Bush, defending his refusal to speak with Cindy Sheehan, Aug. 13th, 2005
____________

“Meanwhile, the boy’s father has to do his part. He needs to mirror and affirm his son’s
maleness. He can play rough-and-tumble games with his son, in ways that are decidedly
different from the games he would play with a little girl. He can help his son learn to throw
and catch a ball. He can teach him to pound a square wooden peg into a square hole in a
pegboard. He can even take his son with him into the shower…”

- Advice on “How to Prevent Homosexuality” from Dr. James Dobson,
Focus on the Family newsletter, June 2002

MATT WUERKER / Center for American Progress.  Reprinted with Permission.

IN REVIEW
STEM CELLS, WOODEN PEGS, AND DR. MENGELE

D.C. SIMPSON / IDrewThis.org.  Reprinted with Permission.

A Message from the Editor
Welcome to Turn Left’s first issue of the year.

Since our founding in 2000, Turn Left has been committed to
harnassing change and empowering greater discussion of local,
national, and international affairs which continue to shape our

lives as human beings.  Our duty is to be introspective of human
worth and dignity, to always be cognizant of equality of

opportunity and social justice, and to be uplifting of the context in
which we discuss our differences.

As we return for our sixth year, we have made a multitude of
improvements to the paper.  In addition to design changes and the
printing of the front and back covers in color, we will be renewing

our focus on reporting, especially on a local level.  Meanwhile,
our newly appointed Washington-based Editors will bring

correspondence from our nation’s capital, and we will continue to
strengthen the breadth and quality of our contributions from

abroad.
I am confident that this will be a productive year for political
activism at Cornell,  and I’m excited to see how the campus

community will decide to make a difference.
 - Wayne Y. Huang,

  Editor-in-Chief

No Comment Zone

National Guard
recruitment

pamphlet found
at a pizzeria in
Batavia, Ohio.

(TNR)
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Xena and the Pope:  Why Vatican III Needs to Happen Soon

W

TAR HEEL BLUE        Sarah Olesiuk

hen I began reading “chapter-
books” as a child, my dad went
up to the attic in my

grandparents’ house one Christmas while
we were visiting and brought down his
old set of The Hardy Boys series. My
dad got a little nostalgic, telling me how
much he enjoyed reading the adventures
of the main characters when he was
little. My mother, however, promptly
went out and bought me the first book in
the Nancy Drew series, informing me
that Nancy Drew could do just as much
as those Hardy Boys. She then apprised
my dad on her view that young girls
should read books with strong female
characters. The Hardy Boys series,
needless to say, was lacking in that area,

and remains in my grandparents’ attic to
this day.

Although I didn’t watch too much
T.V. growing up, one television staple
from early childhood that I do recall
watching was “Xena: Warrior Princess.”
My mom, apparently, had decided that
Xena, in all her lesbian glory, was going
to help out Nancy Drew in showing my
sister and me just how strong and smart
women could be. Later, if I wanted to
read a biography on John F. Kennedy,
the biography on Jacquelyn Kennedy
Onassis had better be next on my list.
Now, while I’m sure I wouldn’t have
turned out much differently had I read
The Hardy Boys instead of Nancy
Drew, or watched “Hercules” in lieu of
“Xena,” I do appreciate the efforts of
my mother to pass her E.R.A. in the
Olesiuk household.

Growing up in Asheville, NC, my
parents did something most other
Southern families do not do: every
Sunday my family went to Catholic mass.
Living next door to Reverend Billy
Graham’s hometown, most folks in the
area are as Protestant as you can get.
From the Wednesday night suppers to
some good gospel singing, the Protestants
have made their mark in the Bible Belt.
However, my father, having been reared
by immigrant parents up North, was
raised to be a devout Catholic, and thus,
our family joined the other three percent
of Southern Catholics. And so, I attended
Asheville Catholic School through the
eighth grade, and since the nearest
Catholic high school was two-and-a-half
hours away, my formal Catholic
education ceased (thankfully) upon my
enrollment in the public high school.
Nevertheless, Catholic mass continued
to be a weekly ritual during my time at

home.
Both of my parents raised me to be

an open-minded individual (as evidenced
by my mother’s feminist parenting
philosophy) and come seventh grade,
when my classmates and I were
supposed to be confirmed, I opted out
of the sacrament until I could find out
some answers to my questions about the
Catholic Church. While both my parents
were somewhat disappointed by my
decision, they supported and encouraged
a deeper look into the Catholic faith. I
must admit, it took me a little while to
get started on this investigation of
Catholicism.  It wasn’t until the end of
high school and the beginning of college
that I started reading essays and books
on Catholicism and talking with clergy
and nuns.

What I wanted to understand most
about Catholicism was why women are
placed in such a marginalized position.
Perhaps it was the “Xena” watching or
the Nancy Drew books that in part
prompted my frustration with a woman’s
place in the Catholic Church. Yeah, I
know it has gotten better over the years;
women can now be Eucharistic ministers,
readers, and lay people. Young girls are
now allowed to join young boys in aiding
the flow of the mass as altar servers; in
fact, my younger sister has served the
church in this way for the past five years.

But “better” is not good enough for
me at this stage in my life. It doesn’t
help that the progress the Church was
making in this area seems as if it will
remain at best stopped at a standstill
under the recently named Pope Benedict
XVI. The former German Cardinal
Ratzinger was elected (by a group of
male cardinals) in April of this year,
disappointing those who had hoped for
a more progressive alternative. In a
paper published in July of 2004 titled "On
the Collaboration of Men and Women in
the Church and in the World,” Ratzinger
emphasized that men and women could
be equal partners. He went on to reject
outlooks that would "end in segregation
and competition between men and
women." However, Ratzinger has
criticized feminism as ignoring biological
differences and has continually
supported the prohibition against women
as priests.  I guess banning women from
the upper tiers of the Catholic Church’s
hierarchy doesn’t qualify as the
“segregation” Ratzinger spoke out
against.

Furthermore, Ratzinger has been a
leading voice in the Church for enforcing
traditional doctrine on artificial birth
control. While many women in the more
developed countries of the world have
the “luxury” of choosing when they wish
to have sex within a marriage, this is
often not the case in the Third World
where many Catholics live. Any doctor
will tell you that the effects of many births
in short intervals can be biologically
devastating to a woman. While the

TL

Church promotes the “Family
Planning” method of natural birth
control, the method is not reliable,
especially in male-dominated
marriages. If Catholic hierarchical
sexism is going to deny a woman the
right of choice after she gets pregnant,
it should at least grant her the right to
choose whether or not she wants to
get pregnant in the first place.
Artificial birth control gives women
control over their bodies and their
lives – something that should not be
considered a luxury, but rather an
inalienable right.

So when last April rolled around,
and Cardinal Ratzinger was named
Pope, my heart sank. One of the most
conservative and backward
candidates for pope had been chosen.
This was certainly not a step in the
right direction. I had just finished
reading a book of essays written by
a Harvard professor about women
and Catholicism when the pope was
elected. The author, a Catholic and a
woman, wrote for pages about all the
ways in which women are
marginalized within the Catholic
Church but then went on to say that
she was still an active member of the
Church. This just doesn’t work for
me though. I demand to know why,
at the beginning of a new century, so
many progressive individuals
participate in an undeniably
discriminatory organization. I demand
to know why there is no dialogue
amongst “high-ranking” Catholics
surrounding this subject. After 19
years of weekly mass, I’ve never
once heard this issue brought up in

What I wanted to most
about Catholicism was
why women are placed in
such marginalized
positions

My old copy of the first book in the Nancy Drew series.

any mass I’ve ever attended, nor has
any good reason ever been given to me
as to why women cannot become
clergy. So while yes, a woman’s role in
the church has gotten slightly better since
Vatican II, I’m still waiting (with Xena
and Nancy Drew at my side) for Vatican
III to happen. Until then, I’ll keep reading
and keep questioning.

groups like Family Research Council are
holding Justice Sunday II in support of
Roberts.

On the other side, pro-choice
groups like NARAL have taken firm
stances opposing Roberts. Many other
left-wing organizations, however, have
not taken a stance, but are calling for
more information.  People for the
American Way, for example, is calling for
an end to "stonewalling," the Republican
practice of keeping information from the
public.

Roberts's initial confirmation to the
Appeals court was decided by a 99-0 vote
in the Senate despite three members of
the judiciary committee voting not to let
his confirmation reach the Senate floor.
Now, Senator Arlen Specter has promised
to ensure that the hearings will be fair
and has crossed party lines, writing a
letter to Roberts questioning his views
on Congress's authority to pass social
legislation.  The new Supreme Court
session begins on October 3, and Senate
Majority Leader Bill Frist aims to have
the process completed by then.

Continued from Nomination,
 pg. 3
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My Loss of Innocence
Alexandra Berke         WHAT’s LEFT

now have a New York State
pension.  My internship this summer
at the state Comptroller’s office

made me eligible to join the fund. It
seemed like the adult thing to do, and it
allows me to feel as though I had
become an insider of sorts in the
government, not just your run of the mill
intern. Although I am employed by the
state government, the government still
seems beyond me -- in the land that only
real adults are a part of. I was not
prepared to be so “under-whelmed” by
the mundane nature of the inner workings
of local government that I experienced
this summer.

New York’s City Hall, where the
City Council meets, is a gorgeous old

building currently surrounded by large
fluorescent colored plastic sculptures of
dogs running on a lawn. This begins to
capture the absurdity of the governing
body of (arguably) the greatest city in
the world. There are fifty elected City
Councilmen and each one seems to be
the perfect synthesis of their district’s
stereotypes. There’s Simcha Felder, the
orthodox Jew from Brooklyn; Gifford
Miller, the hyper-educated overachiever
from the Upper East Side; Joel Rivera,
the inarticulate offspring of the Bronx
Democratic machine; finally, there’s
Allan Jennings, the councilmember who

has been fined by his colleagues for
sexual harassment, and has previously
made the news for taking out a full
page ad in a Chinese-language paper
professing his love for his girlfriend --
who also accused him of harassment.

While sitting in on a City Council
meeting I was struck by a sobering
thought -- under the stately life-sized
sculpture of Thomas Jefferson, in this
ornate seat of government, regular
people are casually doing routine
things. The council members are
drinking Diet Coke, getting up to
answer their cell phones, and listening
politely to longwinded complaints from
regular New Yorkers. Save for the
grandeur of the surroundings, we
almost could have been on a subway
platform. Although the New York City
Council is not the most powerful seat
of government, it is an elected body
with important control over parts of
the budget that I did not expect to find
so accessible.

Apart from its surprising
accessibility, I was struck by how
exciting projects or policies could be
reduced to boring meetings and
motions. There has been a lot of action
surrounding development at the World
Trade Center site this summer -- new
plans have been released for the
signature skyscraper, an ongoing battle
has been fought by victims’ families
against proposed cultural centers for the
site, and the first new building is about
to open, with only two small tenants.

It felt absurd to sit in a conference
room filled with dozens of lawmakers,
real estate developers and press listening
to a debate on the amount of office space
that should be allowed to be built on the
site. While the President uses September
11th to justify the war in Iraq, and people

continue to deal with their grief and
trauma, the real world trudges on, led
by the local government. The terrorists
and shocked citizens of the world were
probably not thinking about who was
going to lose money on their lease, but
now that the rubble is clear and the
construction is beginning, the people who
are responsible for making sure the City
runs must concern themselves with such
routine matters.

As my pension fund collects its

I was not prepared to be
so underwhelmed by the
mundane nature of the
inner workings of
government
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Young have been heading up the food
service for all the volunteers outside of the
Crawford Peace House. According to its
website “The Crawford Peace House
provides a place where individuals and
organizations can gather for seminars,
meetings, or workshops dedicated to
peace.” There has been tremendous
outpouring of support from everywhere and
the Peace House serves as a base for
volunteers.

Many of the volunteers have been
camping on a one acre patch of land. Others
have stayed in nearby hotels or at the Peace
House itself. There are a few hundred people
supporting Cindy Sheehan in Crawford right
now, so everyone, including celebrities of
the anti-war movement, have been
socializing and eating meals together. The
group from Ithaca was even able to tell Cindy
Sheehan about the vigil held in Dewitt Park.

There is no typical day for those
camped out in Crawford, where the national
press seems to be everywhere. “Everybody
here is used to waking up brushing our teeth
and having cameras pointed at us which is
something that we’re used to from the
Redbuds [protest, see other article] but now
it’s the New York Times and  AP,” said Mr.
Young. Those in Crawford to support Cindy
Sheehan are likely to remain the center of
attention until August 31st, when the
President finishes his vacation and the
movement switches gears. Right now the
plan for Cindy Sheehan is to “kickoff a bus
tour of the country with a big send off rally
and go to points North, East, South and
West,” according to Mr. Young.

Part of the Ithaca contingent is planning
to head back on August 21st. Mr. Young,
beaming about his journey to Crawford, said:
“This could be the turning point for the anti-
war movement.” He continued, saying that
it’s “great to help out all the people who are
hurting any way we can. The way we help is
by being here.”

meager dividends, I will try to forget that
the world is made up of everyday people
performing routine tasks. Instead, I will
continue imagining a government that
retains its aura of an untouchable group
of remarkable individuals that I can only
study and debate.

Continued from Sheehan
Protest, pg. 3

Cornellians Protest War with Sheehan

New York City’s stunning City Hall.
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Abuse of Power
From Bush v. Gore to Rovegate

S
BY EVAN MARSHAK

ince I’m not a conspiracy theorist,
I find it hard to believe that any-
body—let alone a high-ranking

government official—would leak the
name of a covert CIA operative as politi-
cal retaliation.  Yet, it certainly seems to
have happened.  Worst of all, the admin-
istration seems to have gotten away with
it. This summer’s “Plamegate” is yet an-
other example of this President’s uncanny
ability to have everything his way.

The Valerie Plame issue is an almost
unbelievable sequence of events that has
led to serious consequences.  In short,
Joe Wilson, a former diplomat for the
United States, wrote a column in the New
York Times in 2003 that called the Bush
administration on its “exaggerating the
Iraqi threat.”  Shortly thereafter, Joe
Wilson’s wife, a covert CIA operative,
had her identity leaked to the press.  It is
now known that Karl Rove, a senior po-
litical adviser to the president, was the
source of the leak.  Official White House
positions on the subject have varied
widely.  Initially, the administration said
that they did not know who was respon-
sible for the leak, but President Bush would
fire whoever was responsible.  Later, the
administration changed its stance, say-
ing that they refused to comment on an
“ongoing investigation,” and that the presi-
dent said that he would fire whoever com-
mitted a crime in revealing said informa-
tion.  This small semantic change in
Bush’s statement seems to be a tacit ad-
mission that Rove should be fired, but
will not be. Many in the media have
speculated that because of the technicali-

ties of the law, Rove will not be convicted
of a crime.

This question seems to strongly
cross the left-right divide—Rove com-
mitted treason!—but the White House is
standing by their man.  There has even
been speculation that people have died
because of the leaking of Plame’s iden-
tity.  Covert CIA operatives are employed
by fake companies that act as a facade
for their real jobs. Now that it is public
record who Plame’s employer was, some
believe that other operatives working for
the same company may have been killed.
It is certainly not outside the realm of
possibility.

This summer, while the Plame story
broke, the President released the name
of John Roberts as his pick for the Su-
preme Court. It was a classic attempt to
distract the media by creating a new story,
and it seemed to work. What should have
been the first step in Karl Rove’s dismissal
is now mostly grist for the Washington
gossip mill.

The Plame scandal is not the only
example of the Bush administration get-
ting away with something because of
their ability to manipulate the media.  John
Bolton’s recess nomination to the post of
US ambassador to the UN is embarrass-
ing.  Even Republicans joined in saying
that Bolton was unfit for the job, but Bush
insisted on exploiting executive power and
Bolton is now the Ambassador the UN at
least until 2007.  It is shocking that the
President who already has a tenuous re-
lationship with the UN has nominated
someone who has said of the UN build-
ing, “If it lost ten stories, it wouldn’t make
a bit of difference.”

The Bush administration seems to re-
main invincible. For whatever reason, the
Bush administration has been able to get
away with all manners of hypocrisy.  And
Bush was able to win reelection despite
what was already believed by many to be
true about the lies behind this country’s
invasion of Iraq, since proved by the

President Bush recently flipped his position on the Valerie Plame scandal. He now insists
that only those found guilty of criminal activity will be fired from his administration. (AP)

Downing Street Memo.  It will be inter-
esting to see what, if anything is the final
piece of evidence that gets past the pro-
tective wall this administration has man-
aged to construct between itself and the
press.
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The Pataki ‘08 Flip Flop

O

ust before August recess the House
and Senate passed an energy bill that
all but ignores everything from global

warming to the skyrocketing prices of oil.
The bill passed with substantial margins,
handing out $15 billion dollars worth of tax
incentives to large oil companies. The
absence of proactive measures to combat
all facets of the energy crisis is alarming,

none more so than the failure to recognize
and address the very real phenomenon of
peak oil.

World oil consumption will almost
certainly continue growing at a rapidly
alarming rate, especially given the emerging
economies of China and India, making it
impossible to produce enough oil to meet
worldwide demand. Looking at the situation

J

n August 4th, New York’s Governor
George Pataki vetoed state
assembly legislation that would

make the so-called 'morning-after' pill
available without prescription. Of course,
Pataki recently announced that he will not
run for a fourth term as governor, and
many speculate that he will seek the
Republican presidential nomination for
2008. So it's no surprise that Pataki vetoed
the bill to appeal to the conservative wing
of Republican Party instead of vouching
for the interests of the New York voters

whom he is supposed to be representing.
The bill was obviously popular in New

York, where it passed in both the Democrat
controlled State Assembly and the
Republican controlled State Senate. But
Pataki clearly wants to show himself as
more conservative to appeal to the GOP’s
right wing base. In the past he had taken
relatively liberal stances on women’s
rights, gay marriage and other social issues.
Now he's the flip-flopper who vetoed this
essential piece of reproductive rights
legislation, motivated only by what will
bring him more political power.

With Pataki's cynical action, New
Yorkers lose the legislation they want and

need because their governor is worried about
what voters will think in Iowa or New
Hampshire in 2008. Out of the picture in the
next gubernatorial race, Pataki, New York's
state head of government since 1994, seems
uninterested in working for New York voters.
A NARAL official sums up The Empire
State's frustration with Pataki's behavior: “I
think the vast majority of Republican and
Democratic voters want to see someone
who's consistent
and not just
putting their
finger in the
wind, politically,
when difficult
issues face
them.”

The pill that
has started this
controversy is
an emergency
contraceptive
that is used the
morning after
u n p r o t e c t e d
intercourse to
prevent an
u n w a n t e d
pregnancy. Its
c o n t r o v e r s y
stems from the
morning-after
pill's frequent
confusion with
another drug
c a l l e d
mifepr is tone,
c o m m o n l y
known as RU
486, which
c h e m i c a l l y
i n d u c e s
abortion. Unlike

mifepristone, the morning-after pill prevents
pregnancy from ever occurring. According
to the FDA, “Emergency contraceptive
pills...act by delaying or inhibiting ovulation,
and/or altering tubal transport of sperm and/
or ova (thereby inhibiting fertilization), and/
or altering the endometrium (thereby
inhibiting implantation).” It's curious that
Pataki may have vetoed this bill to appeal to
pro-life supporters, many of whom are also
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BY KATIE TOWT

against this type of legislation. But this pill
doesn’t kill a fetus; it prevents one from being
formed and, in some cases, prevents the need
for an abortion.

The main reason that Governor Pataki
gave for vetoing the bill was that it allowed
for underage girls to purchase the pill over

The bill passed with
large margins, despite
the $15 billion worth of
tax breaks to large oil
companies

Pataki clearly wants to
show himself as more
conservative to appeal to
the GOP’s right-wing
base

The power of loyalty:  George Pataki and his wife Libby at the Republican National Convention in New York.
(Getty Images)

See Pataki, page 15

of Saudi Arabia, the world’s chief oil
producer, it is clear that using energy at its
current rate of growth is not sustainable.
Saudi Arabian experts themselves believe
that oil output cannot exceed 12 million
barrels per day, and predict that they will
not be able to meet world demand as early
as 2015.

If no precautionary measures are taken,
the repercussions of this reality will be
sobering. Oil crises such as those
experienced by the U.S. in the 1970s will
appear minor. Most frightening of all will be
the implications for national security. In the
absence of sufficient energy supply, nations
will challenge each other for access to
scarce resources. This will result in
something reminiscent of today’s war in
Iraq, which was undertaken at least in part
because of energy concerns. A further
concern for national security should be the
contradiction of oil dependence and the
‘war on terror’: the revenue generated from
oil sales is the largest financial pillar of
terrorist networks.

In addition to the important issues of
global warming and economic necessity that
indicate the need for a comprehensive energy
bill, the realities of peak oil provide yet
another reason that America should be
fighting for a substantive energy bill. To be
effective and to help prepare the U.S. for the

inevitable decline in oil production, this bill
must include a number of measures to reduce
oil use.

Firstly, the bill must focus on promoting
energy efficiency. By minimizing energy use
through the use of components as simple as
motion-sensor lighting or highly efficient air
conditioning systems, oil consumption can
be drastically curtailed. Not only would this
require few, if any, lifestyle changes for the
average American, but efficiency can be
achieved simply through more stringent
energy consumption requirements for
household appliances or through
establishing energy use quotas for
companies.

Secondly, the government must provide
more support for the development of clean
energy. This means an explicit commitment
to transitioning away from oil to renewable
sources of energy such as wind, solar, and
water. It also means supporting new
technologies such as hydrogen cell engines
to power cars and other machinery.

The government must affirm its
commitment to addressing the oil crisis now,
not at some point in the unforeseeable future.
Elected officials must recognize that leaving
the development of new energy-efficient and
clean energy technologies to the discretion
of the free market alone will result in
insufficient innovation until the crisis is

already upon us and it is too late. The
government must also begin to take a
leadership role in the international
community on energy issues and follow the
examples of other countries, such as China,
who are already taking substantial steps to
reduce energy use and oil consumption.

Oil shortages, climate change, and even
international conflicts over energy resources
can be at least partially avoided, but only if
the government acts immediately. Without a
comprehensive energy bill and widespread
recognition of peak oil and all of its
ramifications, it will soon become too late to
counteract the drastic change in energy
supply. In the not so distant future, the world
will not produce enough oil to meet demand.
There is no question as to whether or not
this will happen. We can choose to recognize
this fact and take proactive measures to
adjust our economies and lifestyles, or we
can choose to take no action and face the
formidable consequences. The choice
should be clear.

Katie Towt ‘07 is currently an intern at the
Center for American Progress in Washing-
ton, D.C.
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Stealth Supreme Court Nominee
Liberals Scramble to Oppose Roberts

I
BY JAMIE GULLEN

n the midst of a summer of
controversy and plummeting
approval ratings, President

Bush made one surprisingly
smart decision: nominating the
little-known and enigmatic John
Roberts to the Supreme Court.
Roberts holds a reputation as a
brilliant lawyer, boasts an
impressive academic and legal
record, and has even argued
several cases in front of the
Supreme Court.

Roberts, having argued
cases for a variety of clients
ranging from the first Bush
adminsitration to several states
in United States v. Microsoft, has
never held a role wherein his
arguments indisputably
represent his own ideas.  As a
result, it is hard to know much
of Roberts's personal judicial
philosophy on divisive issues like
privacy and abortion.  It is also
becoming increasingly clear that
mobilizing opposition to Roberts
in the Senate and by activist
groups will be difficult.

To date, NARAL Pro-
Choice America has had the
most prominent opposition
campaign, running a very
controversial ad associating John
Roberts with abortion clinic
bombings. There is debate about
the factual accuracy of the ad
because it cites a bombing that
took place in 1998 and a legal
brief that Roberts wrote for a
Supreme Court case in 1991.
The ad was targeted at a legal
brief that Roberts wrote in the
case of Bray v. Alexandria
Women's Health Clinic (1991)
saying that violence perpetrated
by abortion clinic protestors was
not analogous to violence
perpetrated by Klu Klux Klan
because the precedent refered to
in the KKK case required proof
of discrimination. While some
judges argued that abortion clinic
protestors were discriminating
against women, Roberts felt that
their logic was faulty.

Many other pro-choice
groups and individuals have
publicly refuted NARAL’s ad
saying that it does not speak for
the liberal pro-choice
community and that accusing
John Roberts of supporting
violence against women is
inaccurate and unfair. NARAL,
under criticism of other pro-
choice advocates, decided to pull
the ad. They still still, however,
stand firmly in opposition to
Roberts and already have
another ad planned that would
outline Roberts’s history in
arguing against Roe v. Wade.

While NARAL’s ad is
extreme and does nothing to
help the pro-choice movement
appeal to mainstream Americans,
it is easy to understand why

NARAL ran it. Everyone
expected Bush’s nominee
to have a firm anti-choice
stance and liberal groups
were prepared to fire back
heatedly and prevent a
confirmation in the
Senate. But Robert’s
record on abortion rights
is too nebulous to mobilize
broad-base support.

In one 1991 Supreme
Court case, Roberts was
quoted as saying, "We
continue to believe that
Roe was wrongly decided
and should be overruled."
Yet, in 2003 when
Roberts faced the
judiciary committee for
his nomination to the DC
Circuit, he said, "Roe v.
Wade is the settled law of
the land. There's nothing
in my personal views that
would prevent me from
fully and faithfully
applying that precedent."
In addition, when asked if
Roe v. Wade  was judicial
activism, Roberts responded, "I
don't think it's appropriate for me
to criticize it as judicial activism.
... My definition of judicial
activism is when the court
departs from applying the rule of
law and undertakes legislative or
executive decisions." (Associated
Press)

On the recent controversy
stirred up by the Schiavo case,
Roberts said, "I am concerned
with judicial independence.
Congress can prescribe
standards, but when Congress
starts to act like a court and
prescribe particular remedies in

Is Roberts (left) too good to be true?  (Slate)

particular cases, Congress has
overstepped its bounds." This,
combined with Roberts’s work
on a gay rights anti-
discrimination case in 1996 has
caused one conservative group,
Public Advocate of the United
States, to withdraw their support
of Roberts.

The haze of information and
opinions have left Democrats in
the Senate and other liberal
groups with little grounds for
oppostion. Conservatives for the
most part support Roberts
because Bush nominated him,
and they therefore assume that

he must be a
conservative ideologue
who will cast the
deciding vote in their
favor in many
controversial cases.
Liberals for the most
part are paralyzed by
the lack of a paper
trail on key issues
and the reluctance of
the White House to
release information
on Roberts's
background.

W h a t
liberals can do is to
encourage Senators to
keep asking tough
questions and demand
answers. The American
public and the senators
who decide to confirm
or reject Roberts’s
nomination have a right
to know where John
Roberts personally
stands on issues that
matter to the public.
Some say that America

voted for Bush in 2004 and
therefore needs to accept his
nomination because the public
endowed him with the power to
make it. But only just over half
of Americans voted for Bush in
the last election whereas two
thirds of the Senate must vote to
confirm Roberts. This was an
intentional move by the founding
fathers to ensure a balance of
power in government, and now
is the time for the senate to fulfill
their obligation to carefully
consider this and all other judicial
nominations. Democrats in the
Senate must not be bullied into

The haze of information
has left Senate
Democrats and other
liberal groups with little
grounds for opposition.

submission by Republicans.
They must not let Republicans
define the terms of this crucial
discussion. They must stand
strong and demand answers.

If Roberts answers the
questions posed by Senators, and
if the Bush administration
releases the documents that have
been requested, then at least our
Senators are casting an informed
vote. Because Bush picked his
nominee very carefully and
chose a candidate far less
controversial than expected, John
Roberts will more than likely be
confirmed.

If so, then all liberals can do
is to hold out hope that John
Roberts will turn out to be a
free-thinking independent judge
in the mold of Sandra Day
O'Connor who applies critical
legal reasoning rather that
partisan ideologies to his
decisions. While this will often
lead to conservative decisions, at
least Americans will know that
Bush hasn’t left office with an
ideologue on the bench.
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Career justice:  according to Roberts’ Harvard
roommate,  “In those days, the big thing was

sneaking off into the woods to sneak a smoke.
John was never anywhere near any of that.”
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fter thirty-eight years of
occupation, the Israeli
government began its

withdrawal from Gaza last week.
The gesture is a central element of
the post-Arafat “peace process”
that has been lauded--in the
American media at least--as
something that makes an end to the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict all but
imminent. If we look past
the New York Times editorials and
the front-page photos of
Mahmoud Abbas and Ariel Sharon
shaking hands in Egypt, however,
it is evident that Gaza
disengagement is, at best, merely
a first small step towards justice
for the Palestinian Arabs and, at
worst, a devious sham on the part
of Israel. The entire plan may have
been engineered to distract world
opinion while the Jewish state
pursues its self-righteous and
imperialist dream of erasing the
possibility of a viable Palestinian
homeland. To an outsider, while
Israel continues its illegal
annexation of the West Bank, it
looks as if it is only continuing on
the road to peace. If Palestinians
are supposed to accept the
withdrawal from Gaza as the
greatest concession Israel will
make, however, then this peace
process is just as doomed as all of
its predecessors.

A quick glance at the
disengagement plan speaks for
itself in its incompleteness.  In

Israel and the occupied territories (shaded
above) before disengagement. (Pengon)

Disingenous Disengagement
Is the Gaza Withdrawal a Real Step Towards Peace?

several months' time, Israel is to
remove twenty-one Jewish
settlements, with a total population
of less than 9,000 settlers, from the
Gaza Strip and will also dismantle
four small outposts in West Bank.
These are paltry sums when we
consider that in all, there are more
than 250 settlements and a quarter-
million settlers in occupied
Palestine.

Moreover, the policy of
settling occupied territory is an
unequivocal crime to begin with.
While military occupation is not
forbidden by international law,
Israel’s deliberate encouragement
of Jewish settlements on the
territory it has occupied since the
1967 war is a crime.  The Fourth
Geneva Convention states clearly:
“The Occupying Power shall not
deport or transfer parts of its own
civilian population into the territory
it occupies,” and while Israel has
never forcibly moved Jews to the
territories, it is certainly at fault for
encouraging their migration
through policies like subsidizing
housing in the territories and
fortification of settlement blocs
with its soldiers.

And even if Israel wants to
continue feigning that it believes
that international humanitarian law
does not apply to it, it should be
clear from a moral perspective that
the settlements are wrong.  The
record of human rights abuses
committed by the settlers makes it
abundantly clear that there is no
moral basis for the settlements.
These abuses, carried out in the

name of an orthodox Judaism that
is anti-Arab and anti-Muslim, are
only compounded by the settlers'
willingness to resist withdrawal by
threatening violence--even against
moderate Jews in their own
country.

Despite these facts, Israel acts
as if it is doing the world a favor by
withdrawing from Gaza, and that is
where the sham begins.  If Israel
expects Palestinians to be
contented by the Gaza withdrawal
and look the other way while
settlements in the West Bank
expand, then it is plainly absurd to
demand Arab compliance with
Israel’s demands.  In order for a just
peace to be realized and for Abbas
to have any realistic chance of
ending terrorism, the Israeli
government needs to tell
Palestinians what it plans to do
with the 96.4% of illegal Jewish
settlers who will remain in the
occupied territories.

If Gaza disengagement is the
only high point of this peace
process is, then no one has much
to look forward to.  In order for
violence and hatred between
Palestinians and Israelis to cease,
Israel needs to end its thirty-eight-
year-old occupation of all of the
West Bank and Gaza Strip which
are--after all--a mere 22% of the land
that was--until the arrival of Zionist
European Jews and their racist
ideology a little more than a century
ago--home to a population in
which Muslim and Christian Arabs
constituted an enormous majority.

Israel can continue to ignore

the issue of the occupation as it
has managed to consistently avoid
realistically addressing other key
aspects of the conflict for decades,
or it can take a real step toward
peace.  Sharon can remain afraid to
really confront the settlers and
right-wing Jews who insist that
God intended the West Bank as a
home for Jews alone, or he can live
up to the “man of peace” title that
Bush laid on him years ago by
doing what is legally and morally
mandated and dismantle every
settlement.  If Gaza disengagement
is allowed to be a facade for
e x p a n s i o n
elsewhere, then our
generation is no
more likely to see
peace in Palestine
than our parents or
grandparents were.
If, however, the
United States and the
world are willing to
force Israel to follow-
through with the
withdrawal from Gaza
by ending all the
illegal and inhumane
facets of the
o c c u p a t i o n
throughout the
territories, then the
Middle East and the
world will be much
closer to enjoying a
more peaceful future
without such
products of the
conflict as unjust

If Gaza disengagement
is the only high point
of this peace process,
then we have little to
look forward to

American entanglements with
states predicated upon a self-
righteous and imperialist ideology.

BY CHRIS TOZZI

rity forces) on its own, without
coalition (who are we kidding any-
way, basically American) help.

How can we expect that Iraq
will be able to defend itself in the

near future as a coherent unit when
the delegates to the Iraqi consti-
tutional committee, Sunni, Shiite,
and Kurd, who are currently meet-
ing to shape their future state’s ar-
chitecture are working to carve
Iraqi authority into numerous
pieces on the basis of sectarian
identity? (The Kurds, with a his-
tory of autonomy in the north,
have been joined by the Shiites in
clambering for regional autonomy)
How can we expect that Iraq will
be truly sovereign when its armed

forces are woefully unprepared and
often composed of essentially eth-
nic militias clothed in “Iraqi” uni-
forms?  The answer is that it gets
harder and harder every day to
imagine that the current path will
lead the Iraqi people to salvation,
and the American people out of an
ever-deepening quagmire.

A power vacuum in Iraq will
make it an irresistible magnet for
terrorists to use as a training and
operations center, which is why I
have never been among those call-
ing for the unconditional with-
drawal of American troops.  But,
the threat of a power vacuum does
not reduce the options in Iraq to
either (1) coalition withdrawal with
the result of a failed Iraqi state or
(2) the current plan for a sustained
American presence in accordance
with the development of an Iraqi
state through the current (failing)
political process.  We must think
outside the box.  We must ques-
tion our assumptions.

Who is to say that the pres-
ence of American troops, and their
role as its protector, does not strip
the fledgling Iraqi “government”
of the little legitimacy it has in the
eyes of the Iraqi people?  Who is
to say that the presence of large

numbers of American troops on
the ground makes Iraq more, not
less, safe?  Instead of continuing
to rely so heavily on American
troops, the United States govern-
ment should work to involve re-
gional players in the stabilization
of Iraq.  This is a step that would
potentially enable us to bring in
Muslim troops to help the Iraqi
government provide security while
it gets on its feet.  This is a much
more constructive step than in-
creasing popular Arab resentment,
and consequently jihadist recruit-
ment, with images of American
boots and tanks on Muslim soil
for years to come.

We must stop putting so
much blind faith in our ability to
construct an Iraqi state out of
chaos, especially when our pres-
ence and efforts in the reconstruc-
tion stimulate further hatred.  Bush
continually tells us to “stay the
course,” but his administration’s
past failures in planning hint that
perhaps his course is not the best
one to follow.  History has shown
us the results of a United States
government that refuses to ac-
knowledge the reality on the
ground in the process of nation
building.  For years, the US

propped up a corrupt and ineffec-
tive South Vietnamese government
in an effort to resist communist
expansion.  Through
Vietnamization, we worked to
transfer the security burden in Viet-
nam from American soldiers to
South Vietnamese ones.  The end
result was an American withdrawal
under fire and a weak South Viet-
nam left to fend for itself that soon
crumbled under the weight of
North Vietnamese aggression.
The lessons of Vietnam are very
much applicable in Iraq today.

We must not automatically
place our faith in blind assertions
by the Bush administration that
Iraq will one day be able to defend
itself if we continue with the cur-
rent plan.  Yes, President Bush is
fond of reaffirming his resolve for
creating a free and democratic Iraq;
in fact, this is one subject on which
I am in complete agreement with
our esteemed Commander in Chief.
But his conviction on the subject
does not render his plans infallible.
As we have seen in the
administration’s glaring lack of
post-war planning, the neo-cons
at the White House are not fond
of thinking things through.  We
must make them.  We must prod

the Bush administration into tak-
ing a more multilateral approach to
the war in Iraq, to explore possible
solutions that it has been ignor-
ing.  We must recognize that sim-
ply staying the course, and not ex-
amining it to make sure it is the
right one, is an exercise in both
recklessness and foolishness.

As you read this, people—
men and women, Arab and West-
ern, young and old—are dying.  A
fierce Iraqi insurgency, secular and
religious elements combined, are
working to steer Iraq into civil war
and innocent people are caught in
the crossfire, as with the 43 in
Baghdad this past week.  Ameri-
can youth are being shipped to the
desert to slaughter and be slaugh-
tered.  We have a responsibility to
know if this is the best route on
which to continue on, or if there is
something else, something better,
that can be done.  As I said above,
I don’t have all the answers.  Un-
fortunately, it is obvious that nei-
ther do the people steering the
course of this nation’s history.  We
must force them to look harder.

TL

A power vacuum in
Iraq will make it an
 irresistible magnet
for terrorists
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Wrestling with a
Liberal Cliche

How a Congressional Internship
Made Me Pine for Nonprofit Work
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The Life of the Mind or
The Life of the Body

Ed Ostrander is Professor
Emeritus in the Department
of Design and Enviromental
Analysis at Cornell.

        BY ED OSTRANDER

In What Proportion?

picked up a copy of
Richard Feynman's The
Pleasure of Finding

Things Out at Borders Books
last week.  This one time Cornell
professor, bongo drum player,
Nobel Prize winner, minority
report writer for the Space
S h u t t l e
C h a l l e n g e r
Inquiry, practical
joker and safe
cracker is
clearly one of a
kind in a number
of respects.
     He writes as
he lectured-
clearly, helping
the reader or
listener discover
u n e x p e c t e d
connections. To
him problems
were food for imaginative
thinking. For him, the challenge
that complex topics posed
turned them into an adventure.
    The collection's title, was
taken from one of the papers,
describing his childhood with a
father who had a knack of
making esoteric information
relevant and meaningful.  His
father regularly read the
Encyclopedia Britannica
articles to his young son.
Richard recalled an article about
Tyannosaurus Rex, which
described the creature to be
twenty-five feet high with a six-
foot wide head. His father
would say, "Let’s see what that
means. You know a twenty-five
foot creature would reach your
upstairs bedroom window, but
his wide head would not fit
through the window; so you
would be safe.
 Feynman recalls those
conversations fondly and his

own ability to translate the
complex into the commonplace
was a hallmark of his teaching.
The follow up question, “Let's
see what that means,” was a
mindset that never left him.
Whether in a Cornell lab, Los
Alamos conference room, or

pouring over the
Challenger data, the
deeper meaning or
the contextual
setting was always
the target in
Feynman's search
for a valid
understanding.
     Reading
Feynman reminded
me of a comment
made by a
colleague at his
retirement dinner.
After a number of

students and fellow faculty had
commented on his personality
and style, he responded by
saying, "I can never thank
Cornell enough for providing me
with a lifelong setting where I
could live the life of the mind."
    I had never heard that phrase,
the life of the mind, but I
immediately understood it.
Since that occasion, often while
watching evening television, I
have reflected upon the
alternative to the life of the mind.
I think it might be called the life
of the body.
     Isn't that alternative the
stock in trade of the commercial
interests and mass media with
their emphasis on materialism as
the great elixir? Reflect for a
moment on a typical evening's
TV fare. Isn't it about material
stuff? Cars (pimp my
ride),clothing (various
makeovers, Victoria's Secret,
QVC), houses (“The Lives of

the Rich and Famous”), how
beer, babes and sports bring
nirvana (ESPN, Monday Night
Football, NASCAR).
     At this risk of sounding like
a "stick in the mud" whose long
term memory has faded so
completely that the appeal of
pop culture entertainment has
become off limits, let me return
to Feynman.
   When asked by the BBC if
his contribution to a way to
analyze the quantum was
worth a Nobel Prize, he replied.
   "I don't like honors... I don’t
see that it makes any point that
somone in the Swedish
Adademy decided that this
work is noble enough to
receive a prize-- I've already
got the prize.  The prize is the
pleasure of finding the thing
out, the kick in the discovery,
the observation that other
people use it [my work]--
those are the real things, the
honors are unreal to me."
   Each day we have the choice
of where to focus our attention
and to spend our energy.
Granted Feynman played
bongo drums,but "Let's see
what it means" gave him more
lasting kicks.

I
veryday this June I
woke up in our nation’s
capital, put on the

office-appropriate clothing I’d
inevitably forgotten to iron the
night before, and rushed to the
Rayburn office building. The
marble, columned entrance of
the building would, depending
on my mood, either cause me
to momentarily hold my breath
and ponder the connection
between its grandiose
architecture and the important
legislators it housed; or,
provoke in me a feeling of
disdain.  After all, I’d wonder
on less inspiring days, why are
these people—these members
of Congress who should be
more humble than arrogant—
allowed to carry out their
frequently dreadful schemes in
such a heroic atmosphere?

Well for one thing, not all
of the legislators inside were
carrying out dreadful schemes.
Working for Congresswoman
Slaughter (progressive
Democrat and ranking member
on the Rules committee, as
well as protector of the rights
of many Upstate New Yorkers)
it was easy to be seduced by
romantic notions of
Government, Liberty,
Representation of the People,
and other concepts that look
more impressive when
capitalized.  The liberal goals
of Louise Slaughter, a
ferociously independent older
woman with just as much fire
in her belly as she had when
she was first elected eighteen
years ago, made me consider
a career in government as a
viable option for progressive-
minded individuals.

Until now, I had thought
of myself as becoming an
outside agent of change—I’d
work to maintain women’s
choice, improve education, or
ensure workers a living wage,
at an organization dedicated to
that particular cause.  But
although I remained wary of
the pageantry that pervaded
most representatives’ offices,
the no-nonsense, Democrat-
with-a-spine attitude of the
Congresswoman glittered
before me. I began to see how
direct influence in legislation
might be a more effective way
to improve our nation.

Then, in the elevator one
fast-paced afternoon, I found
myself listening to four
women’s last-minute
preparations before their
meeting with a representative;
they were coming to lobby on

To his death, Feynman led an intellectually stimulating life. Feynman's blackboard at
CalTech on Feb. 15th, 1988-- the day of his death.  (CalTech)

THE PLEASURE OF FINDING
THINGS OUT
The Best Short Works of
Richard P. Feynman
By Richard Feynman,
Jeffrey Robins, et al.
270 pp.  Perseus.  $14.95
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behalf of a group for women’s
health rights.  I can’t say for sure
if it was the down-to-earth yet
passionate way in which they
voiced their ideas while hiking up
their stockings, or the sudden
realization that I would rather be
wearing my comfortable purple
pants instead of the same
oppressive yuppie skirt for the
second time that week; but it hit
me there in the elevator that
perhaps I was simply not cut out
to work in this environment, to
work for people who worried as
much about looking smooth
while sauntering through
festooned rooms as they did
about casting votes for the
betterment of their constituents.

Later, after asking several
staffers about their “outside”
experiences, I discovered that no
matter how rewarding they had
found work at nonprofit and
grassroots organizations, almost
all of them felt there was little
point in trying to change society
without working directly for a
lawmaker.  I found this hard to
reconcile when one staffer, after
sharing this view, rushed from
her desk to greet the very women
I’d seen earlier.

When a few days later I
stood in a crowd of eager interns
listening to Barack Obama, my
ears perked at the sound of
“grassroots work”: the Senator
most freshly plucked from
idealistic reverie had begun to
speak on his meaningful
experience outside of
government.  If he felt he had
affected society, I thought, surely
there was reason to believe that
working for change outside of
this building could lead to great
things after all!  I was utterly
disappointed a moment later
when he said that, after a while,
he felt the only way to really
make a difference was by leaving
grassroots work and changing
the system from within.  The
theoretical love of many young
liberals had gone and broken my
heart.

Since returning home from
DC, I’ve been struggling with
what I’m “going to do” come
June.  When people ask if my
internship made me want to work
directly in politics, I don’t know
how to reply.  Ragging on the
government in preference of
other, more “radical” public work
is the just the type of thing
conservatives love to hate. At the
same time I can’t help feeling
that, despite what Obama and the
staffers warned, those women in
the elevator must have
influenced someone that day.

BY MICHELE HIRSCH

E
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Continued from Darfur,
on Cover ...
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the counter without a prescription or
parental consent. But for teenagers,
access to the pill is essential. First of all, a
teenage pregnancy will severely alter the
course of a young girl’s life. Having a child
as a teenager will affect the education that
the mother can receive because she will
need to care for the child. There are many
young women who are morally against
abortion, and if they are unable to get this
pill in time, they will often rather have the
child even if it would hurt their own
ambitions. What's more, under current law,
a doctor’s prescription would be needed
for the morning-after pill. But Albany
executives don't realize when most
unwanted conceptions take place. It’s not
usually during doctors hours – it’s more
likely to be on a Friday or Saturday night.
The pill’s effectiveness is determined by
the amount of time that has elapsed before

it is taken, and not getting the pill in time
could cause unwanted pregnancies.
Worse, parental consent forces
teenagers who are being abused by their
own fathers to consult their abusers.
Pataki wants a system that forces victims
to confront their abusers in order to
prevent a pregnancy.
Pataki’s excuses for vetoing an important
advance in women's rights and women's
health are unacceptable. New York's state
government had bi-partisan support for
this bill, and would have joined seven
states and the Food and Drug
administration in approving prescription-
free morning-after pills if the bill had
passed. Voters deserve to have their
opinions heard by their governor,
instead of having his political ambitions
come before citizens' needs. Hopefully
in 2006 New Yorkers will be able to elect
a new governor with enough integrity
to respect the needs and wants of the
people he represents.

Pataki Reverses Course on
Contraception Restriction

Continued from Pataki,
p. 11

ring true; its authors, known only as ‘Seekers of
Truth and Justice’, dedicate the book

To those who filled themselves of haugh-
tiness, arrogance and feeling of superi-
ority, wishing to silence our Black Book
or elsewhere replace it with their White
Book.
To the Sudanese people who have en-
dured oppression, injustice and tyranny
To the majority of the Sudanese people
who still suffer marginalization of
power and wealth.
Americans can relate to the call for recogni-

tion of a marginalized segment of society: Tho-
mas Paine made a similar call, and a war of Inde-
pendence was fought over that very issue. But
more pertinent is America’s complicity in an
array of military, economic and political actions
over the course of the past sixty years which
have played on a very similar theme, but unfor-
tunately to the detriment of the global power
periphery. The two year old conflict and geno-
cide in the Darfur region of Sudan at the hands
of the racist Arab government in Khartoum is
little different from the dozens of examples of
American foreign intervention which, regardless
of our government’s intentions, have merely re-
inforced the underlying and problematic struc-
tures of power in the world’s most dangerous
areas and have resulted in some of the most
heinous crimes since the Second World War.

The Black Book’s analysis is among the
most honest pieces of popular literature about
the situation in Sudan to date. Unlike the west-
ern media and the Khartoum oppressors, Seek-
ers of Truth and Justice conceptualize the on-
going conflicts in Sudan, including the 20+ year
civil war between the North and the South, not
necessarily as matters of race and religion, but
as issues of center and periphery. The conflict
between North and South has traditionally been
represented as a war between radical Islam and
religious minorities including Christians in the
South. The Darfur conflict is cut along perceived
albeit artificial racial lines, with and Arab core in
Khartoum oppressing a Fur, Masalit and
Zaghawa collection of ethnicities in Sudan’s
west.

he Black Book’s vatic and prescient in-
sight is that the Darfur conflict too is
about center and periphery. For the

people of Western Sudan, like the various
ethnicities, religious groups and regions through-

out Africa’s largest state, have been the neglected
and often brutalized fringe of the Sudanese
people as far as Khartoum has been concerned.

It has been the unfortunate case that when
dealing with the situation in Sudan, the United
States has dealt directly with Sudan’s Northern
irresponsible leadership. Under the dictatorship
of Jaafar Nimairi, Sudan received millions of dol-
lars of military and economic aid under the re-
drawn Cold War lines of the Carter and Reagan
administrations. Only when the reactionary Is-
lamic government of Omar el-Bashir came to
power in 1989 did the American government
cease aid to Sudan and truly begin to lean to-
wards the support of rebel movements. Cer-
tainly the motivations of US involvement in
Sudan have changed over the years, but con-
stant are her reluctance to take serious stands
against genocidal violence perpetrated by an il-
legitimate government, and America’s soft, subtle
diplomacy infrequently punctuated by real ac-
tion, guided by wavering goals and questionable
ideals. This is not the kind of United States
foreign policy which we should accept, yet it is
a policy towards Sudan that has not changed
much in the past two decades.

laying a leading role in the United States’
complicity in the Darfur violence is its
tactical maneuvering on the world stage.

There is strong pressure from within the Ameri-
can government, led by those such as Senators
Corzine and Brownback, to take stronger action
against the atrocities in Darfur. Certainly the
neoconservative agenda calls for the democrati-
zation of rogue states who harbor terrorists and
threaten the interests of our allies and human
rights. Sudan is a paradigm example of the
neocon target; in fact, it presents a more im-
pressive case than that of Iraq in March of 2003.

What’s interesting about America’s at-
tempts to reach a solution is just how many
concessions, limitations, and apprehensions the
United States and many of its allies require or
express when negotiating for peace in Sudan.
The situation now is much different than that of
the Cold War; it seems that the goal of the United
States might be to create peace and prosperity
through a new deal between rebel groups and
the central government, and to insist on reform
within Sudan’s core of power towards democ-
racy and open society.

This hasn’t been the case. In fact, the Bush
administration has blocked attempts to press
for full economic sanctions against the Sudanese
government, had rejected calls for support of
Southern independence or autonomy, has re-
pealed the Sudan Peace Act of 1999 which au-

thorized direct deliveries of food aid to rebel
groups in the South, and has only until recently
blocked the referral of Sudanese war criminals
to the International Criminal Court. In pressing
for a peace agreement between the North and
South in January of this year, the US has left its
attack on the Darfur genocide to paper edicts at
the UN and hollow words from our Congress
and Executive. The North-South agreement, it
seems, has been the penultimate goal, to the
essential sacrifice of the 350,000 Darfuri who
have perished at the hands of a brutal Khartoum
regime.

The Bush administration’s myopia is cer-
tainly astonishing, but is not unexpected. The
history of recent genocide is riddled with often
impotent US interventions in order to cause the
least disturbance in related but separate peace
with dictatorial and murderous regimes. The
prime examples are Kosovo and Rwanda, where
violence was ignored and tolerated (in Rwanda’s
case, until the very end) ironically for the sakes
of tenuous peace agreements.

This isn’t prudent diplomacy. It’s an un-
deserved recognition of the power structure of
these rogue states, a validation of relations with
core oppressive groups that wish more than
anything else that the Western powers ignore
their atrocities, or worse, acknowledge them and
do nothing. The doctrine seems to be ‘peace at
any cost’ — that is, peace at the price of even
worse violence in a neighboring region that nei-
ther Khartoum nor perhaps even the Americans
care the least about. While the powers applaud
their own efforts at establishing peace at what
was once the central conflict, rogue governments
continue to proceed with their main project of
genocide

Recent equivocation of the American gov-
ernment has not helped; the Bush
administration’s recognition of genocide in
Darfur is correct to the letter of the law, but as
Alex de Waal points out, will have little effect
on the actual turn of events in Darfur and will

certainly expand the possibilities of interven-
tion, at least rhetorically, for the hawks in Wash-
ington. The war in Iraq has become the center of
a Khartoum counter-attack in the world media,
with Sudan perhaps correctly accusing the US
of the worst hypocrisy.

If Americans find that the prevention and
halting of genocide is a cause worthy of our
attention and efforts, then our government must
act to both support peace and undermine and
criticize the illegitimate and dictatorial govern-
ments that carry it out. The core of the Darfur
disease is the cancer in Khartoum. It is the re-
sponsibility of ethical governments of the West
to support the African Union and apply pres-
sure to increase its mandate of protection of
civilians. A UN peacekeeping force in Southern
Sudan is only part of the process towards peace
and stability; Western powers must continue to
press for democracy and open society in Sudan,
if not for democracy’s sake, then for our com-
mitment to the sanctity of human life and the
recognition of genocide as the worst crime hu-
manity has conceived.

Due to its recent history, Sudan
meets the new Millennium
steeped in poverty, illiteracy,
disease and lack of develop-
ment.  Despite [this], the
Sudanese citizens are invited to
rise to the challenge by appro-
priating the same powers which
have so far crippled them.  Let
them do that in collaboration
with other global citizens whose
rulers have delivered and have
prepared them for the new area.
                          ----

Originally  published April 13th, 2005

Darfur and US Complicity; Mere Recognition of Genocide is Not Enough
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ravel crunches under my feet as I
walk along a rubble-strewn road.
To my left is an idyllic ocean scene,

complete with colorful fishing boats and
swaying palm trees.  Only a row of brown,
dead, still-standing palm trees and the
dozens of wooden sticks poking out of the
sand bear chilling witness to the devastating
scene at my right.  Ahead, I see a common
sight – walls of a building torn apart, with
odd clothes, bits of furniture, and other
paraphernalia strewn about as silent
reminders of what happened here.  I get
closer, glance back at the scene and freeze;
the cleaved walls reveal a blackboard with
vague remnants of the Tamil language
equivalent of ‘B is for Boat.’

Farther down the street, I spot a young
Tamil boy, of maybe nine years.  He sits back
against the single remaining wall of a
building, staring out into the ocean.  I walk
up, but he barely notices me, his eyes fixed
on the gently rolling waves.  He turns his
head, stares through me, and turns back.  I
ask him his name.  He mutters, ‘Ashwin,’
still staring straight ahead.  We talk for a few
moments, in the same way.   He tells me that
he sits against the remains of his house.  He
has not seen his four year old sister since
the water came.  He comes to sit here every
day.

Stories like these are common here.  I
am in an area called Batticoloa, one of the
worst hit places on the northeast coast of
Sri Lanka, traveling with a mobile clinic
operated by my parents.  It has now been
three months since the Tsunami, but the
affected areas in the North have seen little
improvement.  Refugee camps have been set
up by foreign aid organizations such as
UNICEF, UNHCR, and the WHO, in which
clean water and basic nutrition are supplied.
Teams of healthcare workers are taken
around to needy camps mainly by religious
groups with dedicated volunteers.  Local aid
organizations like the Tamil Rehabilitation
Organization (TRO), formerly an unofficial
wing of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam
(LTTE) dedicated to relief and development
in Tamil Eelam, have been instrumental in
developing schools and hospitals.  Despite
the valiant efforts of individual
organizations, centralized reconstruction of
the scale needed to re-establish the people
of this area has not yet been effected.
Indeed, in Tamil Eelam, there is one figure
that is conspicuously absent, at least in the
capacity in which you’d expect it to be
present – the Sri Lankan government.

Every few hundred yards on the roads,

and at every
corner in the
towns and
v i l l a g e s ,
g o v e r n m e n t
soldiers stand
with AK-47
assault rifles.
We are in the
midst of a
ceasefire that
has been in
effect for two
years.  They sit
idly by and watch
as we drive past,
allowing us to
pass with little
trouble once
they spot our
English banner
displaying the
disaster relief
alliance we
represent.  While
driving through a
fairly isolated
village on the
way to Batticoloa, we saw that those without
the privilege of association with the Western
world were not so lucky.  Down a small avenue
turning off the main road, two government
soldiers were laughing and going through
the backpacks of about fifteen
schoolchildren between five and ten years
of age.  For children like Ashwin, this
ubiquitous military presence has become a
way of life.  Over thirty years have passed
since the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam
picked up arms in their struggle for
sovereignty.

In 1970, Tamil youth formed a
federation opposing a government system
requiring that students from the Tamil
regions of the country achieve higher exam
scores to be accepted into university.  This
new system was imposed because in the
previous year, by the completely merit-based
system (as judged by a standardized test), a
disproportionately large number of Tamil
students were accepted to universities
across the country.  For example, of 150 new
students in the Faculty of Engineering at
the University of Peridanya, 120 of them were
Tamil.  By comparison, only 18% of the
population was Tamil.  The official language
of Sri Lanka was and is only Sinhala, the
language spoken in the South, and Tamils
claimed a long history of employment
discrimination in government offices.  After
political movements pushing for equal rights
failed, the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam

soon became the leading force fighting to
reclaim the native Tamil homeland and
establish a sovereign state.  The land the
Tigers seek encompasses one-third of Sri
Lanka’s territory and two-thirds of her
coastline; the government has resisted their
efforts.  Both parties are currently in
negotiations mediated by Norway in an
attempt to reach a permanent solution.

Sri Lanka is a socialist state, and the
government’s involvement is essential to any
reconstruction in Tamil regions.  We all know
that funds have been pledged by other
nations and aid organizations, but until a
centralized plan is developed and set into
action by the government, this money will
never reach the most badly affected regions
of the North and East.  Government soldiers
in the southern, Sinhalese regions have been
mobilized to help with clearing debris and
aid in construction, whereas those in the
north have not.  An aid ship from Australia
seeking to dock in the northeastern coastal
city of Trincomalee to unload supplies for
tsunami victims was denied permission and
ordered to bring supplies to Colombo.
Throughout the relief effort, the government
has found it difficult to put political
differences aside, and deal with the
humanitarian emergency at hand.  The
President of Sri Lanka, Chandrika
Kumaratunga, issued a statement (see http:/
/www.peaceinsrilanka.org) in which she
wrote that ‘the proposed joint mechanism
to provide aid to the people of the North
and East would be a foundation to find a
final solution to the protracted national
conflict.’

Perhaps by separating politics from the
need to coordinate a reconstruction, the
government could extend a hand to those
suffering in the North.  The U.N. Secretary-
General Kofi Annan and Former Secretary
of State Colin Powell are among the
dignitaries that, amidst pressure from the Sri
Lankan government, cancelled their planned
visits to tsunami-affected areas in LTTE-
controlled regions in the North and East.  In
a written response to Annan’s cancelled
visit, Archbishop Rt. Rev. S. Jebanesan of
the Church of South India said ‘political
contours should not be allowed to fetter his
visit to the tsunami devastated Tamil region

in the Northeast coast.’  On the LTTE’s web
site, S. P. Tamilchelvan, head of the LTTE’s
political wing, points out that the LTTE set

up and ran refugee camps and distribution
centers during the first week following the
tsunami, when nothing was sent by the
government.  He objects to the President’s
order to have these centers taken over by
the Sri Lankan army, observing that this
action ‘makes the Tamil people suspicious
of the government’s intentions.’

By trying to play the situation to its
political gain, the Sri Lankan government is
worsening relations with the people of the
North and thus distancing itself from any
possibility of a peaceful resolution.  Children
like Ashwin continue to wait for officials in
Colombo to draft a plan for reconstruction
free from a political agenda so that the long
process of rebuilding can finally begin.

I’d like to thank Vairamuthu Sornalingam
of the Canadian Tamil Tsunami Relief and
Redevelopment Organization for his
opinion on the state of tsunami-affected
Tamils in Sri Lanka.  Thanks also to
Rajaratnam Thiruchelvam, the
photographer and filmographer who
travelled with our mobile clinic, for
providing images.  For information on
supporting the relief effort in the North and
East, please visit the Tsunami Disaster
Management Unit of the Tamils
Rehabilitation Organization at
www.tsunami-trocsc.com.

Originally published May 6th, 2005.

Playing Politics with Lives
        BY ARNOLD MAHESAN

The Sri Lankan Government and Tsunami Reconstruction in the Northeast
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Little has changed since the tsunami hit this north-east coastal village.

In Tsunami camps in the North East, Tamil people can do little but wait.
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Throughout the relief
effort, the government
has found it difficult
to put political
differences aside

BATTICOLOA, SRI LANKA
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Something’s cooking in the world of politics, but few are paying attention. News is a weapon that can be

wielded by foregrounding some stories, or, more pertinently, by burying others. TL staff takes a look at

the news items that aren’t always (or are no longer) front-page material.

We Hang Ourselves, You Decide

Americans for a Slime-Mold Beetle Majority!
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THE BACK BURNER

IT’S BEEN A ZOOLOGICAL BONANZA HERE AT

CORNELL IN THE PAST SEMESTER. Recently,
members of our distinguished Cornell
Lab of Ornithology rediscovered the
ivory billed woodpecker, once thought
extinct, in the hinterlands of the great
state of Arkansas – work that landed
Big Red birdwatchers on the front page
of the science section of the New York
Times. But we at TL Staff were sad to
see this great find overshadow a story
with an interesting taxonomy of its own.

Perhaps if Carl Linnaeus were an
American liberal, he’d be rolling in his
grave. Or, quietly chuckling to himself
in the Uppsala Cathedral where he is
buried. Yet another set of distinguished
Cornell scientists recently made the
discovery of a handful of new species
of slime-mold beetle (genus
Agathidium), an insect named after its
primary food source: fungi-like slime

molds. The story as it stands is certainly
interesting [zzzzzzzz…], but there’s
more: former Cornell Professor of
Entomology Quentin Wheeler and
Cornell Ph.D. Kelly Miller, working out
of Britain’s Natural History Museum
and Brigham Young University
respectively, decided to honor both their
new beetle fauna finds and the
neoconservative leaders of the Bush
administration by naming three beetle
varieties after Defense Secretary
Donald Rumsfeld, Vice President
Dick Cheney, and President George
Bush.

No, we’re not kidding. The
entomological duo, insisting that
their taxonomical creations in fact
pay homage to the neocon
triumvirate, cast the decision as a
small honor for our ‘fellow citizens
who have the courage of their

convictions and are willing to do the
very difficult and unpopular work of
living up to principles of freedom
and democracy rather than accepting
the expedient or popular’, according
to the Cornell News Service. Perhaps
the symbiotic relationship between bug
and mold (some would call it Straussian
…) symbolizes the call for a greater
unity among humanity in putting aside
our differences and encouraging
cooperation and mutual respect. But
some (including some TL Staffers)
suggest that the key words here are
‘bug’ and ‘slime’ – with the
christeners’ tongues placed firmly
in their cheeks.

TL Staff as a whole won’t speculate
as to the true motivations of Drs. Miller
and Wheeler in naming the beetles after
our favorite Washington insectine
insiders. But Turn Left will provide the

scientific community, which is
perennially at odds with the Bush
administration over salient policy, with
a few of our own suggestions for animals
prime for naming (or renaming) after
Rumsfeld, Cheney, Bush and perhaps
Cornellian Paul Wolfowitz ’65. The list,
to be published in the upcoming issue of
the Turn Left Journal of Science,
includes such luminary animals as the
weasel, the slug, various kinds of
serpent, lower primates and rodents,
an array of segmented invertebrates
– and lemmings . We hope (and
anticipate) that the world’s scientific
community will take note. After all, all
those foreign scientists and science
students denied visas under the Patriot
Act are certain to add up to fun times
(perhaps slimy times, too) in the next
generation of zoology textbooks.

Neoconicus sinisterus Olesiuk, Neoconicus jingoicus Huang, and Cowboisis crawfordium Wasser, recent zoological discoveries made by TL Scienticians. Go, Latin!

AS THE SIMPSONS SO SUCCINCTLY PUT IT:
“WELCOME TO FOX NEWS… YOUR VOICE

FOR EVIL.”  On what should have been a
tragic day in the aftermath of the London
bombings on July 7th, the people over at
our favorite right-wing “news” channel
seemed to have been in a palpable state of
excitement.  For example, on the day of
the bombings, Fox News co-host Brian
Kilmeade pompously declared that the
proximity of the attacks to the G8 summit
“works to… the Western world’s
advantage, for people have to experience
something like this together.”

Why?  Kilmeade maintains that it’s
because the G8 summit had spent time
on frivolous subjects such as, oh, global
warming, and African aid to the poor.
After all, “… they should know, and they

know now, that terrorism should be
Number 1,” he said.

Meanwhile, his colleague Brit Hume
was busy surmising that since the financial
markets had taken a dive after the
bombings, it wouldn’t hurt for him to ring
up his broker and make a quick buck or
two.   “I mean, my first thought… when
I heard there had been this attack and
I saw the futures this morning, which
were really in the tank, I thought,
‘Hmmm, time to buy,’” Hume said.

But this is all peanuts compared to Fox
News host John Gibson, who went on Bill
O’Reilly’s radio show the day before the
bombings and said that the International
Olympic Committee “missed a golden
opportunity” by picking London over Paris
to host the 2012 Olympics.  “…If they
had picked France instead of London… it

would have been the one time we could
look forward to where we didn't worry
about terrorism. They'd blow up Paris,
and who cares?”

Now, we could cut Mr. Gibson some
slack for his horrific comments.  After
all, he couldn’t have known that terrorists
would strike London the very next day.
Except... he said it again after the attacks
happened.  “The bombings in London:
this is why I thought the Brits should
let the French have the Olympics --
let somebody else be worried about
guys with backpack bombs for a while,”
Gibson said.

Of course, we at TL firmly believe
that no reasonable human being could
possibly believe that the London bombings
should be reported in the context of
waging threats against the French and
providing tips of how to profit from the
tragedy.  But perhaps we shouldn't have

b e e n
surprised.
As The
N e w
Republic
f i r s t
reported
in July,
w h e n
B r i t
Hume
moved
f r o m
A B C
N e w s
to Fox News in 1996, he said that his
new employer would give him the
"freedom on the air to report and analyze
in a way I've yearned to do."  Quel
dommage that he and his Fox colleagues
seem to have taken his words a bit too
literally.

HUME-AN FINANCIAL ADVICE, SLIME BEETLES, SUBWAY SEARCHES, AND MOB HITS



Tom, Jack, and the Whack

Fighting Terror, One Bag at a Time
Aug. 19th, 2005 19Turn Left

IT WAS PREPOSTEROUS--IT WAS UN-AMERICAN--
BUT (WORSE!) IT WAS UN-NEW YORK!  On July
22nd, the city announced that it would begin
randomly searching the bags of innocent
subway riders, sifting through books,
wallets, and personal items.  Perhaps the
police commissioner has difficulty reading,
but it once seemed like there was a law
somewhere (between the Third and Fifth
Amendments) that required "probable
cause" in order to search an individual.

Well, the powers that be decided that
they don't really care about the Constitution
and have, instead, decided to continue and
create the facade of security.  But--consider
the facts--the city is claiming that it will
search 1 in 5, 1 in 10, or 1 in 20 riders at the
stations it is searching, but it announces in
advance what stations it will be searching
and does not search every station.  Further,
because the searches are not Constitutional,
the police can let someone turn-around after
he refuses a search.

So, Joe Terrorist (don't be a racist--the
first name of the guy convicted of the
Oklahoma City bombing was "Tim") knows
which subway stops are being searched.  If
he is dumb enough to walk into the wrong
station, he can turn around and go into
another station.  And when the police ask to
search him in the station, he can blow himself
up anyway!

Furthermore, what's the difference
between a subway stop and Times Square?
A bomber could do the same damage in both,
but do you want the government seizing
random people walking around the street?
New Yorkers take the subway every day to

get to work.  Unlike airports, they are a part
of the daily landscape of New York and it is
way too close to searching everyone
everywhere.

So, it doesn't make us safer, it's
unconstitutional, and it's generally bad
policy.

But here's the kicker.  Assemblyman
Dov Hikind of Brooklyn has proposed that
New York
implement
r a c i a l
profiling
as part of
its official
p o l i c y .
Read that
again:  the
government
i s
seriously
debating
instituting
r a c i a l
profiling.

S o
w h i l e
r a c i s m
r u n s
rampant
a n d
terrorists
b r e e d
elsewhere
in the
w o r l d
(due to a

WASHINGTON LOBBYIST JACK ABRAMOFF, whom
Republican House Majority Leader Tom
DeLay once reverently described as “one of
my closest and dearest friends”— and a
former Chairman of the College
Republicans— was indicted for bank fraud
on Aug. 11th by a federal grand jury.
Abramoff is accused of forging papers to
convince a man named Konstantinos “Gus”
Boulis that he had wired $23 million dollars
to pay for the SunCruz fleet of Florida
gambling ships.  In a Godfather-style hit, a
car pulled in front of Boulis while he was
driving, and he was shot multiple times while
still inside.  Interestingly, Abramoff's
business partner, Adam Kidan, has been
accused of links with the Gambino crime
family, and wrote three $10,000
checks to a Gambino associate in
the weeks before Boulis' death.
The murder currently remains
unsolved, although police say
Abramoff is “definitely someone
of interest” in the ongoing
investigation. Abramoff ’s
indictment included five counts of
wire fraud and one count of
conspiracy to commit wire fraud
and mail fraud.  Each count carries
a penalty of up to five years in
prison and a $250,000 fine.

Abramoff has also directed at
least $32,000 of Indian casino
donations to Congressman Bob
Ney (R-OH), who once declared
on the floor of Congress that
“[Kidan’s] track record as a
businessman and as a citizen lead
me to believe that he will easily
transform SunCruz from a
questionable enterprise to an
upstanding establishment that the
gaming community can be proud
of.”

To further complement

Abramoff’s anthology of dubious wheelings
and dealings, he is also currently under
investigation by a federal grand jury for
defrauding Indian tribes of up to $66 million,
and for illegally receiving a $324,000 payment
from judges in Guam.  His other unsavory
practices include lobbying for slave labor in
Saipan, directing South African apartheid
government dollars into his Washington
think tank, trying to secure a visa for the late
Zairian dictator Mobutu Sese Seko,
lobbying for a Saudi oil-billionaire accused
of banking for Al-Qaeda, and employing off-
shore charitable foundations to illegally
funnel foreign money to pay for golfing
excursions for Tom DeLay and other leading
Republicans in Congress.

Open her up! (Slate)

pointless war and troops spread so thin that
Osama bin Laden has escaped us for years),
opposition has begun.
NoSubwaySearches.org is a grassroots
opposition site with a petition against the
policy that will eventually be presented to
the mayor and police commissioner.
Meanwhile, the New York Civil Liberties
Union has filed a lawsuit agaisnt the city.

“If you x, y, z then the terrorists have
won!” The right loves to yell it — as loud as
they can. Yet, in the war for our freedoms,
the right is very quick to give up those same
freedoms. While the lawsuit is pending, all
we can do is hope that enough New Yorkers
oppose the pillaging of their rights and
refuse to be searched.

WHAT ARE AMERICAN INTERESTS THAT CONSER-
VATIVES HAVE IGNORED?  Social Security, edu-
cation, finding a job, finding a GOOD job,
keeping that job, raising a family, having
kids, having a dog, marrying Penelope Cruz,
buying a home, staying healthy, living in a
safe neighborhood, practicing your religion
with freedom.  P.S. - Try and find the one I
slipped in there that doesn’t count (except
for me like 10 years down the road, you guys
just wait. SUCKAS!).  Once the extreme right-
wing of the Republican party rips those pro-
grams to shreds and the public starts hurt-
ing, hopefully then they’ll realize which
party controlled Congress through 40
years of the greatest expansion in economic
prosperity, increases in standards of liv-
ing, and the most substantial gains in civil
rights since the break of the Faustian bar-
gain.

While people are living in sub-class
housing with sub-par jobs, the national de-
bate revolves around whether two people
should get married.  I guess I’ll just have to
twiddle my thumbs until George Bush uses
his national debt Visa for various spending
initiatives and to finance the war that he
lied about (or “misled” if you want to use
the poor argument “but but….the intelli-
gence community thought so too”).

Also, while I’m having fun complain-
ing, when are Democrats going to find their
nutsacks?  I think I saw John Kerry carry-
ing his new diamond encrusted alligator
leather Prada purse into the Hart building
yesterday.  That one will probably make VH-
1’s Fabulous Life.  Democrats are so whiny
right now it’s ridiculous.  Should we be lib-
eral? Should we be centrist? Should we have
moral values? Should we not play violent
video games anymore? I almost wrote a sen-
tence here stating why Democrats aren’t
winning elections, but A) No one really
knows, and B) I’m sick of speculation from
people who think they know….like Ann
Coulter, who I love and hate because (let’s

do another alphabetized list)…A) She went
to Cornell, B) She says ridiculous things
about liberals, and C) Is admittedly sort of
MILFish.  Unfortunately, Ann talks in a
mannish voice, which is kind of a turn off.

The other things wrong with Demo-
crats are their spokespersons.  The truth
about cats and dogs is that they don’t like
the Janine Garafolos of the world.  It’s like
running G. Gordon Liddy for chairman of
the RNC and Charleton Heston as the ser-
geant-at-arms.  Republicans aren’t stupid,
and they know to keep their neo-conserva-
tives locked in Dick Cheney’s underground
garage.  However, for some reason the sup-
posedly “very liberal” people can’t keep
their mouths shut and they become easy
targets even if they have some good ideas.

Let’s get on a positive note.  Some lib-
erals or Democrats who I think are cool: Jon
Stewart, Bernie Sanders, Bill Richardson,
Barack Obama, Harry Reid, John Kerry,
Howard Dean, Elliot Spitzer, and like 3/4ths of
the Cornell faculty…ha ha ha.

Some Republicans I can live with: John
McCain and… hmm well no one else.  Well
let’s say John Thune, but only because he’s
so tan.  How does he stay so tan?  He lives
in North Dakota. Amazing.

Some Republicans I can’t live with: My
Grandfather.  Not because he is Republican
though, but because he takes naps all day.
I’d be really bored.  We’d watch “The Price
is Right” and he’d probably be out before
the Showcase Showdown.

But I digress.  The main point: Demo-
crats have to start fighting for what they
believe.  Make the message clear and Ameri-
cans will respect and elect.  Off the top of
my head let me name a few things worth
fighting for (well, in my opinion anyway):
National security, affirmative action, social
security, and education funding.  Again, I’m
not saying I don’t care about those “hot
button” polarizing issues, but let’s solve
pressing problems important to everyone.

The Liberal Pulpit

Spare some sympathy?
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10. He's a great guy - just ask
Ken Lay.

9. He was our coke
connection for years.

8. We heard he gets free
passes to heaven.

Top 10
Reasons
Why We

Love
George W.

Bush

7. He’s a friend you can never misunderestimate.

6. For once, the president isn't the smartest man in any room he steps
in.  Really ups the likeability

5. Fox News always tells us to.

4. He reminds us of our inner child.

3. Because he may lie about everything else, but at least he doesn’t lie
about sex.

2. Two words: 'Jenna' and 'Barbara'.

1. He’s living proof that anybody, even C students, can be President.

The Ithaca Times is currently accepting
nominations for their annual “Best of Ithaca”
survey. There are forty-six categories for you
to sound off on what you think is best

After all, who can resist that smile?

Best of
Ithaca

Best Place to Get a Late-Night Snack:
CTB.

Best Brunch: Appel Sunday brunch
will always bring back fond memories
of Freshman year. Plus we love being
able to write our omelette choices on a
little slip of paper with a mini-golf
pencil.

ranging from “best public restroom” to “best
backpack trail” (and no, we don’t know if
the rules allow us to answer the same for
both). In an entirely un-scientific manner we
at Turn Left have decided to fill out a few of
our favorites. Please feel free to sample our
choices, agree or disagree, and enter your
own at the Ithaca Times website.

Best Park: Stewart Park.

Great views of Cayuga Lake framed by
willow trees.

Best Place to Throw a Frisbee: Arts Quad,
preferably in front of Olin Library. You get to
taunt everyone who is studying while
monitoring the folks who walk by.

Best Vendor at the Farmer’s Market:
Cambodian Food. Fried taro says it all.


